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SUMhMARY

Introduction

The objective of this investigation was to develop an evaluation

procedure applicable to existing NFSS-type structures and private homes

for determining the blast protection afforded and the cost of structure

modiiications to improve the blast protection. The approach adopted was

to formulate a procedure that would permit examining the response of a

structure over a range of incident overpressure levels to determine the

pressure at which failure of the various elements occurs. The procedure

consists of (i) a method for determining the air blast loading on the

stracture and strnctural elements, (2) a method for determining the dynamic

structural response, and (3) a method for establishing the failure cri-

terion for each structural member of interest.

Background

Past efforts in this program have been concerned with examining

exterior walls, window ';lass, and steel frame connections. The work

presented in this report extended the exterior wall response models pre-

viously developed to include exterior walls with two-way structural

action and window openings.

Discussion

Approach

The procedure adopted in this study was to establish the resistance

function for each wall element of interest by considering the approximate

response mode and by assuming that the wall was subjected to a uniformly
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distributed static load. The member -vea then transformed into an equiv-

alent single-degree-of-treedom dynamic system by the use of transforma-

tion factors. for the load, resistance, r,,d mass. The equation of motion

was solved on a computer using numericnl integration procedures. Rela-

tively simplified analytical models h:ve been used for wall element

analysis to prevent the overall evaluation procedure for a structure

from becoming unwieldly as a result of excessive computational effort.

The effort in this phase of the wxlk was directed primarily toward

the further developnrent and modifidaticn of the evaluation procedure

previously developed. Resistance functions have been formulated that

include two-way str.ctural action and windcIv openings in three types of

exterior walls, i.e., unreinforced concrete Dr masonry unit walls with-

out arching, unreinforced concrete or masonry unit walls with arching,

and reinforced concrete walls. In addition, the load functions used in

the initial study have been extended to include the exterior loading on

the wall of a building with windows and the interior room pressure build-

up caused by an air blast entering the building.

A primary difference between the current and the previous effort

has been the introduction of a probability distribution in the analysis

of wall elements. Although the intention since the inception of this

program has been to carry along certain statistical yardsticks in the

analysis of each building element, it became apparent during this phase

that a combined deterministic and probabilistic approqch would be needed

for the realistic evaluation of existing structures subjected to nuclear

air blast.

Findings

In the development of any analytical procedure, an important consid-

eration is the comparison of the analytical predictions with experimental
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information. Although the available test data for dynamically loaded

walls are not extensive, it was possible during this programT to compare

analytical predictions with experimental data obtained from a wall tested

in c laboratory shock tunnel and with test walls and houses included in

nuclear field tests. A brief summary of this correlation follows.

Loboratory Wall Test. The dynamic response data from a test of a

12-in. thick, 8-ft high by 12-ft wide, brick wall were obtained from

URS Research Company for comparison with the theoretically predicted

rcaponse. The most useful test information was the velocity-time data

measured at the horizontal centerline of the wail. The experimental

and theoretical velocity-time data are reproduced on Figure S-l, to-

gether with the pertinent wall and load parameters. During the early

times, e.g., at 20 msec, there is a difference of about 100 percent be-

tween the experimental and predicted velocity. However, at 90 msec,

the predicted velocity is only about 15 percent higher than the measured.

Possible reasons for the rather large difference during the early times

are discussed in the report.

Field Test Wall Panels. The most comprehensive data available for

correlation with the analytical prediction method developed in this study,

were the results from wall panels included in nuclear field tests. The

wall panels were located in test structures that resembled long, low,

narrow buildings and that were constructed to permit failure of individual

test wall panels without interference with adjacent panels.

The test results for eight types of concrete block or brick masonry

walls with arching were used for comparison with the analytical prediction

of the probability of occurrence of the incipient collapse overpressure.

A sur:nary of the results of the analyses of the eight walls is given in
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Table S-I. Although there were some discrepancies, in general there

was good agreement between the sxatistical prediction of the incipient

collapse pressure and the test results.

Field Test Brick Houses. The results of nuclear field tests of two

types of brick load-bearing wall houses were avoilable for comparison

with the predictions from the analytical two-way action models developed

for unreinforced masonry walls without arching. The first type was a

two-story house tested during Operating GREENHOUSE anct represented typi-

cal European construction. The second type was a two-story house tested

during Operation TEAPOT and represented typical U.S. construction. The

differences in the construction of the two types of houses resulted in

the European house being significantly stronger than its U.S. counterpart.

In Operation GREENHOUSE, one house located at the 3.4 psi overpres-

sure level suffered no damage to the exterior walls, although the roof

collapsed, wl.ile another house at 8.7 psi was about 40 percent (tamaged.*

In Operation TEAPOT, one house located at 1.7 psi suffered no apparent

damage to the exterior masonry walls, while another house at 5.1 psi was

demolished beyond repair. All houses were placed with their front wall

facing toward the detonation.

A statistical analysis was made of each house type, and the incip-

ient collapse overpressures are giveii in the tabulation below for com-

parison with the test results.

Brick House (GREENHOUSE) Brick House (TEAPOT)

Mean 6.36 psi Mean 2.50 psi
Standard Deviation 0.36 psi Standard Deviation 0.18 psi
(ij7 Probability Value 5.90 psi 1076 Probability Value 2.27 psi

907o Probability Value 6.82 psi 907% Probability Value 1.73 psi

* The description of percent building damage cited in Ref. 22 is for

damage assessment purposes and is not necessarily related to the prob-
ability of survival for civil defense purposes.
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Recommendations

This investigation has emphasized the need for a balanced ana.Lytical

and experimental program to develop an evaluation procedure Cor existing

structures that meets the requirements of OCD. From the scandpoih.t of

predicting the co.llaose of exterior walls, it is recommended that the

following rcsearch be conducted in the next phase of t'ie effort:

A sensitivity analysis should be conducted to investigate the
effect on the incipient collapse overpressure of varying the
probability distribution of the important load and wall param-
eters. In this study, sensitivity analyses have been used to
assist in identifying the wall and load parameters that have an
important influence on the incipient collapse overpressure of
specific walls. In addition, since the evaluation of actual
structures includes physical parameters that cannot readily be
measured or determined precisely, the analytical procedure was
modified to include a probability distribution for the important
parameters rather than a single value. This, of course, lessens
the requirement for preciseness in some or all of the parameters.
However, some parameters may have such a large effect on the
predicted collapse of a specific wall that their degree of tin-
certainty may mask the uncertainty in any or all or the other
unknown parameters. A sensitivity study will indicate the
parameters that must be determined accurately and also will
provide guidance in selecting the more important areas for ex-
perimental research.

* A literature search should be conducted to gather basic infor-
mation on material properties for use in this project. The
analyses of wall elements ii this study emphasized the need for
readily available statistical data on the material properties
of exterior walls, and information should be obtained for all
materials needed in the evaluation of existing structures.

* Static and dynamic tests of typical exterior walls should be
conducted to permit an examination of the validity of the math-
ematical models presented in this report or to establish the
basis for additional or substitute procedures. As noted in
the report, the establishment of resistance functions for two-
way action walls with windows required that various assumptions
be made in addition to those made in the initial effort. To
support the analytical work, the specific areas for which
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_..' 1erimental information is needed include the resi~tanoA ftcn-

tion for various types of walls and support conditions; the
effect of two-way action for walls with and without windows; the

effect of shear and connections on wall failure; the reaction of
walls throughout their response history, including collapse; and

the effect of vertical in-plane forces on the resistance of wall
clements. The emphasis in any test program should be to establish

the primary collapse mechanism of two-way action walls with and
without windows, and to determine the effect of variation of the

important parameters on the incipient collapse overpressure of
walls.

* Air blast interaction studies should be continued to establish

more definitive blast load prediction techniques than are now
availalfue. In the report, a method is presented for calculating

the net load-time function resulting from the interaction of an

air blast wave with a structure with openings. The method evolved

from the availabie schemes for deterni'ning the blast loading on
the exterior surface of a building with openings and the interior

pressure build-up caused by a blast wave entering a room. However,

since the net load-time function is an important factor in pre-

dicti-g the collapse of walls in actual buildings, better infor-
mation is nxeded to develop a more aceurate procedure than -ised

in this study. Although a number of parameters influence thi

blast wave interaction process, the primary areas where informa-

tion is needed for determining the collapse of exterior walls
are the clearing time of the reflected overpressure on the front
face of any wall in a building with openings, the effect of window
openings on the back-face loading of an exterior wall, and the

adequacy of using the average room pressure (calculated from the
room-filling procedure) as the loading on the interior surface
of exterior walls located on any side of a building.
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FOAEWORD

This report is one of a series covering research of a continuing

nature under a project for blast resistance evaluation of existing struc-

tures in the National Fallout Shelter Survey (NFSS) inventory oi the

U.S. Offi'-e of Civil Defense (OCD).

The objective is to develop an evaluation method for estimating

blast resistance and tne cost of structure modifications to improve

blast protection.

The evaluation method differs from vulnerability analysis techniques

b} carrying along significant statistical yardsticks (e.g. on strengths

of materials) in the calculations sufficient to meet the neeas of sheltera

operations research or war-gaming. It diffcrs from protective design/

analysis by aiming at a 50% probability basis, rather than the 90%-99%

probability basis intended in design./analysis methods.

The results expected of the evaluation method will provide inputs

for systems analyses related to performance of structures and effects

on shelterees.

The approach used for the continuing research was to develop an

evaluation method for each of several structural elements (e.g., window

glass, walls, and slabs. , including reaction load-time history, and then

for structural frames.

iii i,
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ThW researclh includes applications to specific buildings, such as

thosc selected in a statistically adequate smnple of N-TSS structures
un"der' aL.,thcer OCI) project, thereby making possible various extrapola-

lions to the overall NFSS structures picture.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this investigation was to :levelop an evaluation

procedure applicablc to existing NFSS-type structures and private homes

for determining the blast protection afforded and the cost of structure

modifications to improve the blast protectio:a, The ipproach adopied was

to formulate a procedure that would permit examining the response of a

-structure over a range of incident overpressure levels to dete-rmine the

pressure at which failure of the various elements occurs.

Past efforts in this program have been concerned with examining

exterior walls, window glass, and steel frame connections. The phase

of the work presenLed in this report extenzded the exterior wall response

models previously developed by including exterior walls with two-way

action and window openings. The evaluation procedure was also extended

to include a probability distribution for each of the various "unknown"

wall and load parameters. Using the wall evaluation procedure, a limited

sensitivity analysis was performed and a comparison was made of the

available experimental information on dynamically loaded wall elements

with theoretical predictions.
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IM I

I INTRODUC'ION

Under contract to the Office of Civil Defense, Stanford Research

Institute is developing a procedure for the evaluation of existing struc-

tures subjected to nuclear air blast. The ob~ective of ihe overall pro-

gram is to develop an evaluation procedure applicable to existing NFSS-

type structures and private homes for deter.nining titc blast protection

afforded and the estimated cost of structure modifications to imnrove

the blast protection. The purpose of this phase of the work was to ex-

tend the applicability of the evaluation procedure for exterior wall

elements presented in Ref. 1.

Background

Past efforts in this program have been concerned with examining ex-

terior walls (Ref. 1), window glass (Ref. 2), and steel frame connections

(Ref. 3). The work presented in this report was undertaken to extend the

exterior wall response wudels presented in Ref. 1 by including exterior

walls with two-way structural action and window openings. Another report

to be published will present criteria on the effect of blast overpressure

on the protection afforded by various building classes.

The evaluation of existing structures is exceedingly complex and in-

cludes many unknown aspects of b,;,'- the nuclear air blast loading on, and

the failure mechanisms of, structures. Past damage prediction schemes

have generally been developed tor physical vulnerability studies; they

have limited application to the examination of the behavior of an individ-

ual structure. Although c,-prehensive analytical studies and experimental

data provided the basis for these methods, averaging and statistical

m_1.
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o•f damage to Foelected class of structures for various weapon yields

.and ranges. ilho work in this progra,., therefore, has been dircted to-

ward providing a procodure adapted to the specific requirements )f the

Office of Civil Defense.

\|pproa ch'

Structure Evaluation

A structure evaluation procedure Zhat can be applied to the follow-

ing Itypes of OCI) problems would be desirable:

"* Casualty and injury predictions.

"* Debris prediction.

"o Damage assessment.

"• Selection of existing structures that provide the best
protection.

"* Selection of existing structures that have a potential for
modification for upgrading to provide blast shelters.

At the present time, there unfortunately is no procedure or combina-

tion of procedurcc that can be used to satisfy the above requirements.

A procedure is needed that is sufficiently flexible to provide the detail

necessary for assessinC individual structure damage, without requiring a

detailed analysis of every structure in an entire city. The overall ap-

pr .ach adopted ir this study for the evaluation of existing structures to

resist nuclear air blast has been the formulation of a procedure for ex-

3mining the rbsponse of a structure over a range of incident overpressure

levels to determine the ]ressure at which collapse of the various elements

will occur.

2



3 Because of the comnlexitv of both the air blast loadine and the

structural response calculations, the evaluation precedure employs a

computer to nerform the numerical computations. 'Ihe program is designed

with sufficient flexibility to permit subsequent mod.fication as more

complete information becomes available from current studics by valious

organizations. Basically, the procedure consists of (1) a .nethod for

determining the air blast loading on the structure and str,=ctural ele-

ments, (2) a methocu for aetermining the dynamic structural response up

to collapse, and (3) a method for establishing the failure criterion

for each structural member of interest. An iterative process is employed

in which the structural response can be examined for various levels of

incident overpressure and compared with a failure criterion to predict

the overpressure level at which collapse of each member will occur.

Wall Element Evaluation

The method used in this study was to establish the resistance func-

tion for each will element of interest by considering the approximate

response mode and by assuming that the wall was subjected to a uni-

formly distributed static load. The member was then trausformed into

an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom dynamic system by the use of trans-

formation factors for the load, resistance, and mass. The equation of

motion was then solved on a computer using the numerical integration pro-

cedure described in Ref. 4. Although the approach has been to use es-

tablished analytical procedures wherever possible (as noted in the main

body of the report), it has been necessary to modify and adapt current

procedures for specific use. Relatively simplified analytical models

have been used for wall element analysis to prevent the overall evalua-

tion procedure of a structure from becoming unwieldy as a result of

excessive compttational effort.

3



"lhe k.ffort covered in this report was directed primarily toward

the further development of th' evaluation procedure previously developed

to determine the collapse of dynamically loaded exterior wall elements.

Res..tance functions have been formulated that include two-way struc-

tural action and window openings in three types of exterior %%alls, i.e.,

unreinforced concrete or masonry unit walls tithout arching, unreinforced

concrete or masonry unit walls with arching, "-! reinforced concrete

walls.

To apply the wall response models to actual structures, it is nec-

essary to calculate the load-time function on both the exterior and in-

terior surfaces of the wall. Therefore, the load functions presented

in Ref. 1 have been extended to include the exterior loadi.g on the wall

of a buildin, ,ith windows and the interior room pressure build-up re-

sulting from an air blast entering the building.

X primary difference between the current and the previous effort

has been the introduction oi a probability distribution in the analysis

of wall elements. Although the intention since the inception of this

program has been to carry along certain statistical yardsticks in the

analysis of each building element, it became apparent during this phase

of the effort that a combined deterministic and probabilistic approach

would be necessary for the realistic evaluation of existing structures

subjected to nucle.r air blasc. This is necessary because the analysis

of actual building elements requires the assumption of values for the

physical properties of the structure that are unknown and cannot be

measured in the field without an unwarranted amount of effort.
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Report Ortianization

Section fl contains a discussion of the method ac.opted for calcu-

lating tile net load-time function used in the evaluation of exterior

walls of an actual building, and Section INI concerns the extension of

the resistance functions to include two-way structural action walls with

and without windows. The method used to introduce probability into the

wall analysis is given in Section IV. and the reactions of two-way action

walls are considered in Section V. Sectiorn VI contains a discussion of

a limited sensitivity analysis of two-way action walls and a comparison

of the available experimental information on dynamically loaded wall

elements and the theoretical predictions. Section VII presents the re-

port conclusions and recommendations for further study.

Appendixes were included to supplement the main body of the report

where needed. Appendix A presents the method used to calculate the trails-

formation factors for two-way action walls, and Appendix B discusses an

alternative crack pattern that may foem in a wall under certain conditions.

A detailed statistical analysis of a masonry wall with arching is given in

Appendix C to demonstrate the statistical method used in the analbsis.

Appendix D is a discussion of the computer programs developed for the

dynamic analysis of the various two-way action wall elements.
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II AIR BLAST LOADING

Introduction

As noted in the initial wall study in Ref. 1, the load-time history

is an important factor in the prediction of the collapse of structural

elements. In that study, four basic types of loadings were selected for

an analysis of the response and collapse of exterior walls. These load-

ings consisted, first, of the conventional load scheme for the interac-

tion of an air blast wave at normal incidence with the front face of a

closed rectangu]ar structure, as shown on Figure 1. This loading was

included in the study since it represents the type of front face loading

scheme generally used in the design and analysis of structures subjected

to nuclear weapon effects. The second loading case considered was a

triangular load pulse, and the third was rectangular. These load cases

were included primarily because of their value in variation of parameter

studies. The fourth type of load function was a step pulse to a uniform

pressure followed by a linear decay to zero pressure, which was used to

; ormit comparison of the theoretical predictions with the experimental

results from the URS Shock Tunnel Facility (Ref. 5).

These four load types were considered to be adequate for studying

the collapse of specific walls and for performing sensitivity analyses.

However, for the correlation of the prediction methods with nuclear field

test data and for the evaluation of actual structures, it is necessary

to describe more definitely the net load-time history on the wall element

of interest. This requires a method for calculating both the front and

back face loadings. Therefore, for the current study, it was necessary

to establish a procedure for determining the front and back face load-time

7
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history for any wail in an actual structure. This information was used

to construct a net load-time history for evaluating the collapse over-

pressure for the wall. For convenience of presentation, the method of

load determination is discussed in three subsections. The front face

and interior wall loadings are discussed briefly, followed by a general

description and example of the method used tc culculite the net load-

time history on the exterior front wall.

Front Face Loading

The determination of the load-time function at any point on the

front face of the exterior wall of a large building is an exceedingly

complex problem for which no satisfactory prediction pro..xure is avail-

able for evaluating existing structures. Fo: the design of structures,

the conventional air blast loading scheme shown in Figure 1 was developed

primarily from empirical data. To calculate the average load-time his-

tory on the front face of a closed rectangular block with this method,

the reflected overpressure, Pr, is first detexmined. After reilection

of the shock front at noimal incidence, it Ls assumed that the clearing

of the reflected overpressure is initiated at zero time and that it derays

linearly to the stagnation pressure in a time, t. = 3 S/U, where S is the

clearing distance and U the shock front velocity. The stagnation pres-

sure decays directly with the static and dynamic overpressures to zero

pressure at time tu. For design purposes, the load calculated in this

manner is applied as a uniform pressure to the entire front face of a

building.

For the evaluation oi structures, the conventional load prediction

method just described is inad.quate for two primary reasons. First, for

the front wall of a large struct,,re, it is assumed in the conventional

method that the load-time history is identical for each point on the

9



.- iued to; re-st the saie average dynamic loadirg, without consideration

ol the1r location. 'Io predict the collapse of these panels, however, it

ý%ould be nocessarv to provide .. more definitive load-time history than

Call be deternined by the conventional scheme. This can be illustrated

by (\-al tlltg the relte! af the reflected overpressure on the 10-ft square

panel! I and I of the 50-ft high by 130-ft long builW'ng in Figure 2.

'Ihe conventional air ',last prediction scheme would indicate that the

clearing timc of the reflected pulse from a 5 psi incident blast wave

would occur in 3 S/U, or about 117 msec for both panels. However, for

an actual building, panel I would be swept by rarefaction waves from

both the roof ant left building elges within the first 10 msec following

:'eflectior. ".herefore, the aveiab- id on panel I would start to decay

at about zero itime, and the rate of decay would be much faster than that

indicated by the 117-msec average clearing time calculated by the conven-

tional loading method. On the other hand, the relief of the reflected

overpressure on panel I1 \,,.uld not be initiated until the rarefaction

wad from tlie roof reached the panel in about 40 or 50 msec. Until this

time, the clearing would be delayed and the load on panel I1 would be

maintainea al the value of the reflected cverpressure, which decays at

a relatively slow rate. It is apparent from this brief description

that the loadinli on panels I and II of a window.css building would be

considerably dif.erent during the early diffraction period. Although

this differnce is not accounted for in the conventional load prediction

method used for the design of structures, it is important since it can

be a controlling factor in the determination of the collapse of exterior

wall panels subjected to nuclear blast loading.

Foi example, for a 5-Mt weapon yield, the reflected overpressure from

a 5 psi shock wave, at normal incidence to a large surface, would de.
c.y from 11.39 to 11.16 psi in the first 50 msec.

10
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5 . The ý.Ocond reason that tho conventional type of load prediction

scheMe .s inadequate for the evaluation of structares is that it was

developed for closed structures, and there is no provision for includ-

ing the effect of window or door openings on the load-time history.

"ThO primary influence ot wall openings on the load calculated by the

conventional technique is two-fold. The first effect is a marked re-

duction in the clearing time of the reflected pulse, since the opening

provides an additional mechanism for relief. The second effect is a re-

duction of the net load on the wall as a result of the loading on the

back face o' the front wall caused by the shock diffraction and air flow

into the room through the window.

Althoug'h there are no generally accepted conventional procedures

available for estimating the clearing time of the reflected overpressure

on a structure with openings, Ref. C provides a systematic method for

determining a weighted average for the clearing distance. To calculate

the clearing distance with this procedure, the front face of a building

is first subdiviied into rectangular areas bounded by the window and

door edges and the building edges. Each area is then weighted according

to the number and location of the sides of the area from which clearing

of the reflected overpressure can occur. The weighted average clearing

distan'ie for the front face is then determined by the summation

s' = ..7 s .(1)

The weighted clearing distance, S'. is then used in the same m'anner

as the clearing distance, S, to determine the clearing time, tc. The

accuracy or physical basis for the procedure could not be analytically

evaluated in this study, but the values of S' determined for the cases

12



..- ,il-li, Were beulievedu uo be on the low side. Also, if an analysis is

made to determine the sensitivity of the weighted average clearing dis-

tance to the percentage of window openings, an anomaly will be found to
/

exist between the procedure to calculate S and the conventional procedure

to calculate S for a closed structure. That is, as the percentage of

window openings approaches zero, S is found to be much less than S.

However, as discussed in the subsection on net loading, because of the

treatment of the clearing distance as a random variable for predicting

the collapse of wall elements, a precise definition of the distance

may not be too important.

Interior Loading

When an air blast wave strikes a building surface at or near normal

incidence, the wave front reflects from the exterior wall, enters the

window openings, and diffracts around the sides and roof of the build-

ing. The high pressure reservoir on the exterior face creates a flow

into the building through the openings. As noted in Ref. 7, ii the

fraction ef the opening on the exposed wall is greater than about 50 per-

cent, the shock front will pass into the building only slightly weakened

and the problem is primarily one of shock propagation. If the fraction

of opening is less than 10 percent, the shock diffraction is of minor

importance and the interior loading is primarily a room-filling process

resulting from an expansion ef the high exterior pressure into the build-

ing. Although most actual structural configuratio',is fall between taese

two extremes, there is no simplified procedure available for deteruining

the loading on interior surfaces from both the shock diffraction ana the

high velocity air flow. It is conceivable that a satisfactory solution

to the interior loading problem could be obtaincd by superimposing the

early shock front loading on the average pressure-time function obtained

13



.!rnm Ihe rool-filling technique'. llo%.'ever, as shown in Ref. 8, the cal-

Culat ion 0I t*e streagth o thv shzock front in space and tifie is a tediou:

1)2'kCCSS requlringn t.o-dimensional hydrodynamic computer codes and is much

too involved for a simplilied approach. On the other hand, for many cases

of practical interest, it is expected that the primary interior load will

result from the room filling caused by the air flow and not from the ex-

pan:-ion and reflection of the weakened shock front within the room. There-

lore, in this study, the interior wall loading was determ-ned by room-

Iiling techniques, and the contribution of the shocir front to the inte-

rior loading was neglected.

Net Wail Loading

To determine the wall loading it was assumed that the blast wave

before interacting with the structure was an ideal Mach waveform propa-

gating radially outward over an ideal reflecting surface. This is an

oversimplification, since in any actual situation, the blast waveform is

influenced by many physical factors, e.g., terrain, surface type, blast

shielding in city complexes, ano airborne dust and debris. However, since

there is no rational procedure available that accounts for these factors,

they were not considered further in this study. It was also assumed that

the duration of the positive phase of the cynamic overpressure was equal.

to that of the side-on overpressure -.nd that the negative phase cculd be

neglected for structural response calculations.

The weighted cleaxing distance method discussed under Front Face

Loading was used to calculate the exterior pressure-time history for a

wall of a building with window openings. However, since precise values

are not known• for many of the parameters that influence the collapse of

actual structures, the wall behavior was predicted by using a determinis-

tic approach modified by treating the important variables as ranoom

14



processes, For a normally distributed function, thi; requ,.res the de-

termination of a mean va]ue and standard deviation. \lthough no formal

procedure was developed for applying this +o the c,.oaring time of the

reflected overpressure, in general, it was accomplished as described be-

low. For wall panels located near the edge of the front lace of a build-

ing with windows, the maximum clearing distance was assum.d to be equal

to the greatest distance from, any point on the panel to the nearest edge

of the building where clearing of the reflected pulse could occur. Since

this value of S was considered as a maximum, its probab•jlity ci occurrence

was assumed to b. equal to 0.90 to 0.95. The vYeighted averagVc clearing
/

distance. S , was then determined for the specific panel by £-'. 1. Since

S' was considered as a minimum, it was assigned a probability of occur.-

rence of 0.05 to 0.10. From these values of the clearing distance, the

mean vqlue and standard deviation could be calculated for a normal dis-

tribution function.

Although there are a number of room-filling procedures a-,aiJ.ab!e

(e.g., Refs. 9, 10, and 11), the method outlined in Ref. 7 wa:F adropted

for determining the interior pressure-time history. All currcnrr pro-

cedures provide an average pressure build-up within a room, but fr) nlo

provide definitive load-time information for each interior wall surlace.

For each specific problem in this study, the net wall loading was ob-

tained by a simple summation of the exterior and interior pressure-tiice

histories. An example of the net loading on the upper portion of the

front wall of the two story brick house discussed in Section VI is shown

in Figure 3.

The method used to determine the net load-tim- function on a side

or rear wall of a building was first to calculate the average load on

the exterior surface of the wall by the method presented in Ref. 12 and

then to subtract the interior pressure as determined in the previous

subsection.
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III RESISTANCE FUNCTIONS

Introduction

The method used in this study to predict the behavior of exterior

walls was the same as that previously developed in Ref. 1. This method

required the development of a resistance function for each wall type of

interest. In Ref. 1, procedures uere presented for determining the re-

sistance function for one-vuay structural action of three types of walls:

unreinforced concrete or masonry unit walls "ithout arching, unreinforced

concrete or masonry unit ualls vith arching, and reinforced concrete walls.

In this section, the development of procedures to account for tvo-way ac-

tion of the three wall types is presented. Also included is an interim,

or preliminary, procedure for determing the effect of a uiridow opening

on the resistance function.

The extension of the modeis from one-way structural action to two-

way action required that additional, and sometimes tenuous, assumptions

be made, especially for the inelastic portions of the %all response. This

resulted prinmarily from the lack of definitive experimental information

or theoretical developments that adequately describe the load-response re-

lationship of unreinforced walls after elastic cracking has occurred. The

resistance functions presented should therefore be considered as interim

developments, which can be modified %hen better information becomes avail-

abel. On the other hand, as discussed in Section IV, the use of proba-

bility functions in the procedures for predicting the incipient collapse

overpressure of a wall makes the use of precise resistance functions less

critical than wcild otherwise be the case.
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3 lFht' enerli ca" con- io re' -' shol1n in Figure 4. I ni c i a (love lop-

p110II1 o[ l, all, ' ulilt 1in. 1or t%.o-wav action walls was rest:-icted to

t li fl Io10, 11 1 1 ,1) 1 •tii •oi , cond, , ns % i ch are i I ustrated in Figure 5.

Support .- o 1--Si mlp l supported on four edges.

Support ('a-,o 2--Fixed on four edges.

Support Case 3--Fixed on vertical edges; simply supported on
horizontal edges.

Support Case I--Simply supported on vertical edges; fixed on
horizontal edges.

So that certain assumptions could be made regarding the location at

iihch cracking of the wall initially occurs, the development oif resistance

functions %as further restricted to walls in which the length was greater

than, or equal to, the height. Most walls of practical interest are be-

lieved to fall within these limitations. In all cases the walls were

assumed to be of uniform thickness.

Unreinforced Concrete or Masonry Unit Wall (Without Arching)

As was the case for one-way action walls, the resistance function

for two-way unreinforced concrete or masonry unit walls without arching

was assumed to consist of an elastic phase followed by a decaying phase.

The elastic phase is controlled by the bending strength, the failure is

assumed to occur when the extreme fiber stress reaches the modulus of

rupture for concrete members of the tensile bond strength for brick or

masonry unit walls. for a wall simply supported on four edges (Support

Case 1), an elastic failure occurs at the center of the wa[?, while for

a wa.lfixedon two or more edges "Suoport Cases 2, 3, and 4), an inicial

elastic failure occurs at the fixed edges, with a secondary elastic foil-

tire occurring at the center. Thus, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, the

elastic phase of the resistance function for Support Case 1 is described

15
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Support Case 1 Support Case 2

4/J

Support Case 3 Support Case 4
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FIGURE 5 SUPPORT CASES
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by a slngle elastic nortion, whereas for Support Cases 2, 3, and! 'i, ilt

s d esc'i hed iv n'in ni ti q !_ nd ý,PcondnZr\ P lntt noi, or. F-Purt her tho

elastic phase must be calculated separ v-ly for _ills with and without

vertical dead load (other than the wv:,s' own weilhtt) For the case of

the wall wit'h a verti cal ioad, it wan asi:ur!ýd that the verctic:. l load was

acting in tne plane of the wall, as shown in Figurc -4. The effect of

arny ini'ial eccentric of the vertical load thui .%as not considered in

determnir.ng the resistance.

After the elastic phase, the .vall resistance in the decaying phase

is provided by the geometry of the wall and the magnitude of the vertical

axial forces in the plane of the wall.

Resistance Function

Elastic Phase - Wall Without Vertical Axial Load. During the eiastic

phase the wall was assumed to behave as ai clpstic homogeneous plate. The

maximum elastic resistance is tnerefore developed uhen the maximum moment

occurring in the wall equals the ultimate moment capacity of the %%all.

For a wall simply supported on four sides (Support Case 1) with a uniform

lateral ioid (i~e., a uniform load acting normal to the fac( of the wall),

the maximup.a moment occurs at the center of the wall. -,.d is found from

Ref. 13 to have a value equal to

,z = B, qLý (2)

vhere B i_- a num erical factor depending on both the s;'apport conditions

and 'he iatio 4./L , The subscript indicates Support C:se 1. Values

of B are p!-)tted against the ratio L /L in Figure 8 for all support

ca^ses.
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The corresponding ultimate moment capacity at the center of the i•all

is given by

I , f W//2

where, depending on the type of wall construction, the value of f may be

the modulus of rupture or the tensile bond strergth. The gross, or up-

cracked, moment of inertia per unit wif-th is given by

It = t,'/12 (4)

The ultimate elastic resistance for Support Case 1 is now cbtained

by equating the maximum moment developed st t',e center of the wall (Eq. 2)

to the ultimate moment C.Pacity at the center of the wall (Eq. 3). Sub-

stituting th. value of I (Eq. 4) into the resultinq expression and solv-

ing ior q yitlds

I -tw(2ft,, + W)(5
qu - 12B, L• (5)

For Support Case I, the maximum center deflection is found from

Ref. 13 to be

!4

S A, qj(2Y•= tý/12(• ) 6
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%;r-i. A I-, t ol. ! actor , ag••.in depeýndent on the support conditions

ld th, r4 i o Ki , ,,dl 1,,- suhsc.1r) Pt 1 again indicates Support Case 1.

\,~ . o! . *. , ' j)o''t-d a .. i,.nst the. ratio L- /L: in Figure 9.

. ron• E.;. I hlia( ith uncra•ked roment ol inertia per unit

* :d,: ts , ., /1?, Eq. G can be re- kritten as

E* IA

For Support Cases 2, 3, and -1, in which the wall is fixed on two or

more edges, the maximum moment for a uniform lateral load initiallv occurs

.. long the fixed edges. For Support Case 2, fixed on four edges, the maxi-

mumIu moment occurs along the horizontal edfes, or for the case of a square

%kall, along all four edges. For Support Cases 3 and 4, the maximum moment

occurs -. longz the fixed edges. The value of this maximum moment is again

found from Ref. 13 and is given by

"M. = B, i = 2,3,4 (8)

;uliere the value of the subscript j corresponds to the support case.

Values of B for Support Cases 2, 3, and .1 are given in Figure 8.

The ultimate moment capacity along the fixed edges is given by

i~ f
"(9)
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,i.a.i tni, ui z irat o moment capacity to the maximum moment along the

MaI1I!ntl1I m l'4 at-tnc' Cor the initial portion of the elastic phase for

SUt'I,," aset'; 2, 3, an'd -t is

f L2

The corresponding maximum deflection for the initial portion of the

elastic phase of a %IalI fixed on two or more edges is

"-. ffi - 1 L , i = 2,3,4 (11)

where the subscript i corresponds to the support case. Values of A for

Support Cases 2, 3, and 4 are given in Figure 9.

After cracking occurs at the fixed edges, the bending resistance

-it the edges is reduced to zero, and the wall responds as if it were

simply supported on four edges. The maximum resistance and deflection

during the secondary portion of the elastic phase may be determined from

Eqs. 5 and 6, respectively. For the corresponding behavior of one-way

action ýalls, the influence of this phase was not believed to be important

since the maximum resistance for a simply supported element is only two-

thirds that of the fixed-end ejement. Therefore it was neglected. For

the two-way action wall, however, the maximum resistance for a wall simply

supported on four sides may - for certain LH/LV ratios - be greater than

the corresponding resistance for walls fixed on two or more edges. Even

for situations %here this is not the case, computed results have indicated
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that for some dynamic loads the inclusion of a secondary portion of the

elastic phase may have a significant effect. For this phase, it was

assumed that a line r relationship existed between the maximum values of

the fixed-edge and simplpy supported walls.

Elastic Phase - With \ertical Load. The case of an elastic plate

simply supported on four edges (Support Case 1) %ith a combined uniform

lateral load and uniform compiessive axial forccs aloil, t-.o opposite

edges is discussed in Ref. 14. The resulting differential equations are

solved in cerms of an infinite series. By sumr'ing this series, the max-

imum elastic resistance and deflection can be expressed in an identical

form to that used for the %ýall without vertical load. The resulting

maximum elastic resistance for the -ase %%here the compressive load acts

along the horizontal edges is given by

t,(2f t, + w)(12)
12B,, L1V

where B.,, is a numerical coefficient giv-n by the infinite series

4(

,~~~- tL--• (LT':).L(LHN )2 -(b.-"_ , _ _ _

S 4m,,' /P-v os L.r, -/i~P.
-. mcos. 2

-,. 2 2,

/ m= \
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22 9mm2

j=2

Ec 13a)

, 2 9 --
SL (LL:) L,/L. (13b,)

1-2 E I~j
2= 1,l (13c

]'he \alue of B,,- may generally be obtained to stifficieiit accuracy by

sumnuing the first threp or four terms of the series. Values of Bvi are

DoDie'tcd against L. /L, ratios for various values of tne nondimensional

".,arame'Žer P./P. in Figure 10.

Tihe correspondiig maximum elastic deflection for the "all with ver-

tica! load is given by

"" ' = (14)

EIg

"where Av, is a numerical coefficient given by the infinite series

A-1::( - It-, f.m•1

'vi--1,_ m L4:7,/ I••

- (L. )2 cosli ~-•- - (uv )2 cosh (--)

-|~~~~- ) +7 -Ia Pv "• •=

22 2osh )osh
2 21 + ,/-
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3 .\i.,ln t't lnt accuray may usually be obtained by summing the first

Ir., o1r'r t !01,1 ra ni t h1 seri-eS. Values of A, , are plotted for various

\ai -, th.ii P ./P: In Figure 11.

.om Support Cases 2, 3, and -1, no published information was found in

tI,1 literlature' concern ll " %%a11s 1 ; Lh fixed edges subjected to a combined

'in m form I at eral I od and uni form compressive axial forces. In the absence

oe such information, the following approximate procedure was used to de-

termlinlie the maximum elastic resistance and deflection for these support

C ;a sC4 -S

The ratio of the moment coefficient for the wall with vertical load,

B,, to tha for the wall %i thout vertical load, B, was assumed to be the

s.ome "or ea.ch of the four support cases considered. Therefore:

B2  B3  B4

whore the subscript numeral indicates the corresponding support case.

The moment coefficient for the wall with vertical load for Support Cases 2,

3, and 4 can thus be determined from the relationship

B,.,LLB 2,3,4 (17)

where the subscript i corresponds to the support case.

The maximum resistance in the initial portion of the elastic phase

for a wall witl, vertical load can new be determined from

h M-B I i = 2,3,4 (18)
B,.
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Using the same assumption as was used for the moment ccefficients,

the deflection coefficient for the wall with vertical load may be deter-

mined from the relationship

= (A-'1 Ai = 2,3,4 . (19)

The maximum elastic deflection for the wall with iertical load can

then be determined from

Yi AvLl i = 2,3,4 (20)EIS

After cracking occurs at the fixed edges, the wall again responds

as if it were simply supported on four edges. The maximum resistance and

deflection for the secondary portion of the elastic phase can be determined

from Eqs. 12 and 14, respectively. It was again assumed that during this

phase, a linear relationship exists between the maximum values of the

fixed-edge. and simply supported walls.

Decaying Phase. The determination of the actual resistance developed

by a two-way action unreinforced concrete or masonry unit wall during the

decaying phase is a complex problem for which-no experimental data exist.

However, limited experiments such as those conducted in the URS shock

tunnel (Ref. 15) provide a qualitative picture of the crack pattnrns,

although no mathematical description has been formulated. Because of

the lack of information, it has been necessary to base the development of

the resistance functions primarily on engineering judgment.

For unreinforced one-way action walls, the resistance function was

developed by establishing the internal restoring moments resulting from

the equilibrium of the wall system. For two-way action, the use of the
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equilibritumof forces to develop the resistance function is less clear,

especially for the determination of the restoring moment along a diagonal

crack. As a cracked two-way action wall rotates during the decaying phase,

slippage and shear forces of unknown magnitude occur between the varioua

segments that cannot be rationally accounted for in the equilib-rium equa-

tions. This necessitates gross simplifying assumptions that cannot be

verified without additional experimental information.

1z

The resistance of an unreinforced wall during the deenying phase

results from the vercical forces that produce a restoring :noment on the

wall. For a wall cracked as indicated in Figure 12, the developmei.t of

S~restoring forces on a vertical section through the horizontal line d-c

S~is fairly straightforward. However for a vertical section such as A-A

S~through both the trapezoidal and triangular portions, an accurate descrip-

tion of the restoring forces would include shear forces between segments

and account for any change in relative position of the segments with in-

creasing deflection. The effect of side, or lateral, restraint on a wall

panel and the possible development of arching forces between adjacent

panels complicate the problem fuether.

For this study, it was azviied that an unreinforced two-way action

wall developed its resistance uuring the decaying phase in a lmnner anal-

ogous to the yield-line theory of rtinforced concrete slabs. In the yield-

line aheory, it is assumed that the reinircing steel yields where it

intersects the line between segments. Tais provides the basis for detqr-

mining the moment capacity for each yield line and permits a solution to

be obtained wor the load capacity de the slab. For a cracked unreinforced

wall panel, the resistance or restoring mome.w : results from the vertical

forces on the segments, rather than from the moment resistance developed

between segments. However, in this analysis, it was assumed that the

effect of the restoring forces was the sahe as the development of a
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resistac across yie 'v iinos. This simplifying assuaption leads

to other necessary assumptions, wkih. are mentioned dvring the tcevelop-

ment of the resistance function.

Because of the relative change iai the porition between segments

during the deflection of the wall showu in Figure 12, a solution to the

problem of the resistance funztion for the sbson~ary phase is not trac-

table without considerable simplification of the actual situation. That

is, as the wall panel deflects under blast loading, either the upper or

lower trapezoidal segments lose contact at the horizontal line d-c in the

figure, the triangular segments move laterally outward in the plane of

the wall, crushing occurs along the diagonals similarly to that in arching

walls, or some combination of these occurs. Therefore, since sufficient

experimental information was not available, the resistance function for

the secondary phase was determined for the deflection y, = 0, and it was

assumed that the resistance decayed linearly to zero at the maximum de-

flection y = t,, where the wall segments become unstable and collapse

occurs.

Afttr a two-way action unreinforced concrete or Aasonry unit wall

fails in the init..al elastic phase, a crack pattern is developed in the

wall similar to that shown in Figure 12. To formulate the equations

for the wall resistance in the secondary phase, it was assumed that the

four wall segmenx;s remained in contact and rotated about the supports as

rigid bodies. It was also assumed that the ltteral restraint provided

by the adjacent wall panels was sufficient to develop the restoring moment.

Furthermore it was assumed that the shear forces at the cracked lines

* In a number of actual air blast tests on brick wall panels, simply

supported on four sides, and at pressure levels well in excess of the
incipient collapse pressure, the primary crack pattern included a
rectangular segment near the center of the panel rather than a single
horizontal crack as shown in Figure 12 (Ref. 15).
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Were in•rtnai £orces that Oi; not affect the resrcrizL moment. Therefore,

the resistance of a two-way action wall was -;.lat,-, to thv vertical axial

load, tbe wall dead load, the wall dimensions, the deflection, and the

crack pattern.

The approach used in this study was (1) to determine the restoring

moment from the equilibrium of forces on each wall segment and (2) to ase

the restoring moment in the work equations developed from the concepts

of the yield-line theory.

An examination of the vertical restoring forces on a section through

the lower trapezoidal wall segment A on Figure 13(a% will show that the

restoring moment is equal to

(t 2 [~)2P, + (1 + X)WJ (21)

where X is the proportion of the wall panel height above the cracked

section. Since along line d.-c, X is a constant equal to 0.5, and since

only the maximum resistance at y = 0 is determined, Eq. 21 becomes

4
MI= t- (4P, + 3W) (22)

which is assumed to be equivalent to the moment resistance for the lower

segment along the horizontal cracked line d-c in rigure 12.

Along a diagonal crack, such as c-a in Figure 12, the value of X

increases linearly frcm point c to a. The restoring moment at c is equal

to Eq. 22, and at a, for X = 1, is equal to

4 = tw(P, + W) . (23)
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The average moment resistance, A12 , along line c-a, would therefore be

2

or

8= (SP, + 7W) (24)8

In a similar manner the restoring moment for the upper segment B can

be determined from Figure 13(b) to be equal to

S= (.w- (2p, + Xw) (25)

which for line d-c, Figure 12, with X =0.5 and y = 0, becomes

_t3 (4P, + W) (26)

4

and for point b, with X = 0, becomes

Mb = tp, .P (27)

The average moment resistance, B4 , along the diagonal line c-b would

therefore be

F=4 (8P + W) (28)

8(8

To develop the resistance function for the secondary phase, the

work-energy method from ti"q yield-line theory for reinforced concrete

slabs was used (e.g., Refs. 16 Rnd 17). For rigid body rotation of the
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segments, the woxk done can be found by multiplying the resisting moment

per unit length normal to the axis of rotation by the angle of rotation,

and summing over the length of the segment. The work done by the restor-

ing moment acting on segment A is

WA M,(L- 20L,)OA + M2 (2B8L,)OA

and on segment B is

a - 25L,.)B +M 0

Since for small deflections

9 A : 2y.

then

WA = 2yIH (i - 20) + 261BJ (29)

and

We= 2ý [M3(l - 20) + 2M251 (30)

Because of symmetry, the work done by the restoring moment acting on the

triangular segments is equal, and since

, = O4 = 1
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t hen

WC WD 2 81,4 (3

The total work done on the wall would be

WT = WA + I 8 + WC f- W0

which, by substitution cf Eqs. 29, 30, and 31 becomes

=y 2ya 41 [(ATi + M3)(1 -2ý) + 2$(M2 + M

WTU

+ - 01 (M2 + ) (32)

The ener.gy input for a uniform load,q, can be determined by multi-

plying the total load acting on the segment by the deflection at the

center of gravity of the load on the segment. The energy input for the

various wall segments shown on Figure 12 is

EA Eg q(Lwý,0 + 2q

or

EA12 E 12

and

Ec = ED =q(A)( 4
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Ior

Iqy, Ly 1" (34)Ec E0  = 6D6 °

The total energy input of the load would be

A= E + E+Ec + ED

which, by substitution of Eqs. 33 and 34 becomes

I,~E = Tyq (3-20) (35)6

Since the total work done equals the total energy input

which, by substitution of Eqs. 32 and 35 and solving for the wall resis-

tance, yields

12[q = (-3 - 20)[(q + MI)( - 20) + (M2 (2

(36)

By substituting the various moments into Eq. 36, the maximum resistance

(at ye = 0) Ior the secondary phase for a two-way action unreinforced

concrete or masonry unit wall is found to be

qo 4 1 + 1 (37)
;(3- 20) + 2 " 5m
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To ~ *-ai sou ion toa~ auuovt re~tac fiU iuL. t AUS ofI, thet lfligth A

coefficient, m, must be determained. However, the solution to the cubic

equation for 8, derived for the unreinforced wal! without arching, depends

-on the ratio of the height to width of the wall, the deflection of the

wall during the rotational phase, and the magnitude of the vertical in-

plane forces.

The dependence of the coefficient 8 on the ratio LN./I presents no

special problem, since the cubic equation can readily be solved for

0 -< I 1. The dependence of the coefficient 0 on the wall deflec-

tion implies that the length OH varies with the rotation of the wall

segments, which, of coarse, cannot occur after formation of the initial

crack in an unreinforced wall. The problem of defining the coefficient

is therefore a problem of determining the initial crack pattern at the

end of thv initial elastic phase of response. However, this is compli-

cated :y the influence of the vertical forces, which results in a unique

solution of the coefficient for each value of the load P,. Since there

is no general solution for 8 in terms of the length ratio Lv/4H, it was

assumed in this study that the equation derived by the yield-line analysis

for isotropic reinforced concrete slabs in Ref. 17 was applicable for un-

reinforced masonry or concrete walls without arching, i.e.:

[ =+ (38)

For computational purposes, the maximum resistance qo during the

decaying phase ",as determined for the case Ye = 0, and it was assumed

that the resistarce decayed linearly to zero at the maximum deflection

y = t, , as- shown on Figures 6 and 7. However, LJr an actual wall, the

decaying phase is not initiated until after the wall fails in the elastic

phase, rhich occurs when the deflection reaches the maximum elastic
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Di
deflection y,. The maximum resistance during the decaying phase is thus

equal to

q2 . q.( - y/tw) (39)

where qo is given by Eq. 37,

Since the method of determining the resistance curves for the elastic

and decaying phases generally results in a discontinuity, an assumption

regarding the transition between the two phases was required. For the

case where th,3 maximum decaying resistance is less than the ultimate

elastic resistance, the resistance function is assumed to decrease to

the decaying resistance function, as shown by the vertical dashed tran-

I sition line in Figures 6 and 7. For the case where the maximum decaying

I- resistance is greater than the Aaximum elastic resistance, the elastic

resistance is assumed to increase linearly until it intersects the decay-

ing resistance function, as shown by the upper dashed transition line in

Figures 6 and 7. In an actual case the resistance function would exhibit

a smooth transition between the two phases, rather than as used in the

mathematical models herein. The error is assumed to be minor, hiowever.

Unreinforced Concrete or Masonry Unit Wall (With Arching)

In Ref. 1, the arching theory was developed for one-way behavior of

walls constrained between rigid supports at top and bottom. This theory

may be extended to include two-way arching of walls that are restrain.Ad

between rigid supports on all four edges. Since the tensile strength of

the masonry material is neglected, two-way arching, as was also the case

for one-way arching, is independent of the type of support conditions,
Srather dependting only on the rigidity of the supports against in-plane

motion. For two-way arching, only the case of rigid supports is
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considered, whereas for c.ae-way arching the effect of elastic supports

was also examined.

Resistance Function

In the development of one-way arching, the wall was assumed to

crack at midspan, with the resulting two halves rotating as rigid bodies

about their supports. However, two-way wall tests (Refs. 18 and 19) have

shown that masonry walls restrained on four sides crack in a four-segment

pattern similar to that shown in Figure 12. During subsequent motion

each of two triangular and two trapezoidal segments thus formed is assumed

to rotate as a rigid body about its oupport. These segments berome wedged

into the opening, and compressive or arching forces are developed in the

vertical and horizontal directions as the wall deflects laterally. Be-

cause of the compressive forces, couples are developed that resist the

rigid body rotation.

This behavior is similar to that previously assumed for the decaying

phase of two-way unreinforced walls without arching. One primary dif-

ference, however, is that for the a-ching case the resistance is developed

as a result of the in-plane compressive forces, whereas for the nonarching

case it is due to the vertical load.

Because of the similarity between these two cases, the approach

used to determine the decaying resistance for the two-wry unreinforced

wall withoit Prching was extended to the arching case. This approach

was (1) to determine the distribution of the resisting moment on each

wall segment and (2) to use this resisting moment in the work equations

developed from the concepts of yield-line theory of reinforced concrete

slabs.

In yield-line theory, the resisting moment across the yield lines

is developed as a result of yielding of the reinforcing steel. In the
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S1case of arching walls, however, this resisting moment is a result of com-

pressive forces being developed in the plane of thc wall because of the

resistance of the supports to outward motion. In the analysis in this

study, it was assumed that the effect of the resisting moment resulting

Ifrom the compressive forces was analogous to the development of a moment

resistance across the yield lines.

The magnitude of the resisting moment acting on the segments can be

determined from the corresponding resistance curves for one-way arching.

These curves are shown in Figure 14 for the cases of a solid and a hollow

unreinforced masonry wall with rigid supports at top and bottom. The

corresponding expressions for the resisting moment are summarized from

Ref. 1 as follows:

Solid wall:

0 < y y (40)

4 y)a yr 5 y !C yr (41)

where

1

MY 3,2 1 (42)

]YE = t / ( L ; 
(43)

-Lv/I
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SHollow wall:

M -M-") Y 0 '9 !,5 y (44)•-Yyy

M= *ttlt- tt -Y) yy y (t. -2t) (45)

M =X-f (t -y) (t" - 2tr) g y g t• (46)

where

I my14 = f:t.(t -y• -(t) (47)

r= fIt? . (48)

Thus, along the horizontal cracked center line d-c, Figure 12, the

resisting moment M, normal to the horizontal axis of rotation is given by

Eqs. 40 to 48 with y = ye,.

Along the diagonal c-a, the resisting moment per unit width dx normal

to the norizontal axis of rotation is M dx, where M is a function of the

deflection along the diagonal. The average resisting moment, M2, along

the diagonal can thus be obtained by integrating from 0 to OLN and dividing

by the total length BLH, or

M2 14 • dx (49)

where M is given by Eqs. 40 to 48.
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The deflection along the diagonal increases linearly from zero at

poi,,t a to y, at point c and is given by

Y - (50)

Differentiating both sides of this equation yieldi

Ye
dy -- dx (51)

Substicuting Eq. 51 into Eq. 49 and nakin.; the appropriate changes in

the limits of integration, M12 can be rew•itten as

ye
M dy .52)

The integral in Eq. 52 is equal to the area under the resistance curve

between y = 0 and y = y.. Substituting the corresponding value of M from

Eqs. 40 to 48 into Eq. 52, and performing the integration, the following

expressions for Al,) are obtained:*

- In performing the integration, the resisting moment M was assumed to

vary in proportion to the deflection along the diagonal. However, for

deflections less than y., M will be slightly differelt since the value
of y. and therefore of MA vary along the diagonal. This results in a

nonlinear variation of M for y < y. rather than the linerr variation

assumed. Thus the value of M12 vill be slightly less tbait tnvt given in

Eqs. 53 and 57. The difference is believed to be minor, however.
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Solid wall:

M-2  - MY Y Ye 0 yy
2y7

(53)

M2  "Yyy + tw )2 (t- -Y, )]J1 Yy •Y r -Yt

It(54)
Hollow wall:

Mb d = O•yo :yy (55)

2y-

Y, 2 2 - [t ,-y

- (t, - tr - y)] y Ye t - 2tt (56)

my r y + L" t t v tf - y)

t 3  1l 3- 6(t - e)tw 2tt y •;to

(57)

Because of symmetry, the resisting moment acting on the trapezoidal

segments is the same. Thus:

i tand

Id2  = M• (59)
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Using the same procedure for the triangular segments as for the

trapezoidal segments, it can be shown that along the diagonals c-a and

c-b, Figure 12, the average resisting moment normal to the vertical axis I
of rotation is also equal to MN.

Substituting Eqs. 58 and 59 into Eq. 32, the total work done on the

wall by the resisting moments is found to be

Wy 2eE72N 1 2 + ) [4 +VQ(60)

The total energy input resulting from the uniform load q on the wall is

again given by Eq. 35:

E- qy6 (3- 20) .

Equating the total work done to the total energy input and solving

for the resistance of two-way walls with arching yields

q 1 ~3-2) ~2M2(1 - 20) + Kf [4 +(I4Ly) 2]1 (61)

where the value of Mkmis given by Eqs. 40 to 48, using y = y, and the

value of Me is given by Eqs. 53 to 57.

To obtain a solution to the above resistance function again requires

the determination of the coefficient 0. As discussed for the decaying

phase of unreinforced masonry walls without archiug, the problem of de-

fining the coefficient 0 is actually a problem of determining the initial

crack pattern that develops at the end of the elastic phase. The value

of 0 thus depends on the distribution of the resisting moment during the I
elastic phase. If it is assumed that the resisting moment is uniformly
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dintributed along the difgonal, Ub is the cUas Jr isotropic roluforcod

concrete slabs, the value of 8 given by Eq. 38 is obtained as follows:

Because a sensitivity study using different ass'imptions for the distribu-

tion of the resisting moment showed little difference in the final results,

it was assumed that the value of 8 given by Eq. 38 was applicable for un-

reinforced masonry walls with arching.

Using the above results, a typictal resistance curve was determined

for an unreinforced masonry wall rigidly supported against in-plane move-

ment on four edges. This curve is shown in Figure 15. As can be seen,

the two-way resistance function indicates substantial resistance remain-

ing at a deflection equal to the thickness of the wall. Since at this

point the segments no longer remain in contact along the central portion

of the wall, it is believed that the wall would become unstable. This

makes questionable the use of the indicated resistance for defiections

greater than the wall thickness. Therefore, it was decided to disregard

this portion of the resistance function and decreaie the resistance

abruptly to zero when the deflection reaches the wall thickness. This

is indicated by the dashed line shown in Figure 15.

Reinforced Concrete Wall

In general, for reinforced concrete walls, the moment capacity is

not constant throughout the wall. However, to simplify the determination

of the resistance function, the study was restricted to walls in which

the moment capacity is uniform along the vertical and horizontal direc-

tions, although not necessarily the same in both directions. This applies

to both positive and negative moment capacit*,. It was further assumed
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that the negative moment capacity along opposite edges of the wall is

the same, which will g-itrally be the case for the doubly symmetrical

support conditions considered. Using these assumptions, the resistonce

of the wall can be fully defined by specifying the moment capacities at

the following locations:

Section 1--Positive moment capacity per unit width at center

of vertical span

Section 2--Positive moment capacity per unit width at center

of horizontal span

Section 3--Negative moment capacity per unit width aloig

horizontal edges

Section 4--Negative moment capacity per unit width along
vertical edges.

The method used in this study to identify the moment capacity at

these locations includes moment key lines, as shown in Figure 16. These

moment key lines indicate the moment per unit width perpendicular to the

direction indicated by the line. The subscript number shown in Figure 16

corresponds to the appropriate section indicated above. The moment ea-

pacity corresponding to the uncracked or cracked section is indicated by

i an additional subscript m or u, respectively. Thus, the notation h62

indicates the positive moment capacity for the uncracked section at the

center of the horizontal span. The moment capacities of the uncracked

and cracked sections are determined using the equations previously devel-

oped for one-way walls in Appendix A of Ref. 1.

Resistance Function

Development of the two-way resistance function for reinforced con-

crete wails was restricted to the four support cases considered previously

for the unreinforced walls. Note that each of these support cases is
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Note: Moment key lines indicatu the moment capacity per unit
length perp licular to these lines (solid--positive moment;

dashed-negative moment)

FIGURE 16 WALL AND MOMENT KEYLINE NOTATION
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symmetrical about the center line in both directions and that for a simply

supported edge the moment capacity is zero.

As in the analysJi af one-way reinforced concrete walls (Ref. 1),

the resistance function is divided into the following four phases, as

illustrated in Figures 17 and 18:

1. Elastic, uncracked phase__

2. Elastic, cracked pbase

3. Elasto-plastic phase*

4. Plastic phase.

For two-way walls, these phases are defined as follows.

The elastic, uncracked phase exists until formation of the first

crack. This phase is included since, as discussed in Ref. 1, for lightly

reinforced concreti w.lls, the uncracked section may provide a greater

moment resistance than the cracked section, as noted by the dashed lines

in Figures 17 and 18. The elastic, cracked phase exists from the first

crack until development of the plastic &=ant at the location correspond-

ing to the first crack. The elasto-plastic phase exists from the initial

development of the plastic moment along the fixed edges until full devel-

c.ment of the plastic moment along all yield lines, at which point the

plastic phase is initiated.* The plastic phase exists until the wall

collapses.

The procedures used to obtain the resistance function required the

establishment of the maximum resistance and deflection for each of these

phases. It was then assumed that a 1i'eAar relationship existed between

the wexima. During the elastic and 4lasto-plastic phases, the wall was

assumed to behave as an elastic, hoogeneous plate, the behavior of which

It

*No elasto-plau-ir phase exists for Support Case 1.
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has been discussed previously in the development of the resistance func-

tion for unreinforced masonry walls without arching. In determining the

maximum deflection for the elastic, uncracked phase, the uncracked moment

of inertia was used, while for the elastic, cracked phase, the cracked

moment of inertia was used. In determining the ceacked moment of inertia,

it was assumed that the wall was uniformly cracked throughout. Although

it is well known that tensile cracking in reinforced concrete members

under flexural loads is not uniformly distributed, the error in the

magnitude of the deflection resulting from this assumption is not too

important for the prediction of wall collapse. The resistance during

the plactic phase was determined through use of the yield-line theory.

The resistance functions for walls with and without a vertical load

Pre presented separately.

Wall Without Vertical Axial Load. The four phases of the resistance

function for reinforced concrete walls without vertical in-plane forces

is as follows.

Elastic, Uncracked Phase

The maxinum resistance in the initial, or uncracked, elastic

phase is reached when the maximum moment in the wall reaches the ultimate

uncracked moment capacity. For a uniformly distribut-d load, this maxi-

mum moment is given by Eqs. 2 and 8:

j BqL , i = 1.2,3,4 (62)

where the subscript i colresponds to the support case and the subscript j

corresponds to the location at which the moment occurs. For the case

where Lýt Lv, this location is as follows:
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Sp C _ection 1 "I

Support Case 1--Section 1

Support Case 2--Section 3

Support Case 3--Section 4

Support Case 4--Section3

Velues of the numerical factor B are plotted against the ratio 4/'. in

Figure 8.

The ultimate moment capacity for the uncracked section is

given by

f I- (63)
= t,/2

The value of 1. is essentially constant throughout the wall, varying only

slightly because of differences in the amount and location of the steel

reinforcement. Thus the value of ?4 may be assumed to be the same through-

out the wall.

Substituting N6 for Mj in Eq. 62, the maximum resistance during

the elastic, uncracked phase is given by

=. ." =1 , i = 1,2,3,4 (64)

The maximum deflection for the elastic, unc:acked phase is given

by Eqs. 6 and 11:

(1 PAj (4
Y1  1 A, i = -,2,3,4 (65)

El6

where values of the numerical factor A are plotted against the ratio I"/L.

in Figure 9.
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Elastic, Cracked Phase

For Support Case 1, the maximum resistance in the elastic,

cracked phase is equal to the ultimate resistance of the wall. Thus, for

Support Case 1

q qu(

where the value of qu is determined in a later subsection.

The maximum resistance in the elastic, cracked phase for

Support cases 2, 3, and 4 is reached when the ultimate cracked moment

capacity is reached at the location corresponding to the first crack.

Using Method 3 of the design of two-way slabs given in the ACI Building

Code (Ref. 20) the maximum moment is given by

a = CqL• , i = 2,3,4 (67)

where C is a numerical factor depending on the support conditions and the

ratio I./Li. Values of C are given in Figure 19.

The ultimatp moment capacity for the cracked section, Mu, can

be determined from the formulas presented in Appendix A of Ref. 1. Sub-

stituting the ultimate moment capacity at section j for Mj in Eq. 67, the

maximum resistance for the elastic, cracked phase for Support Cases 2,

3, and 4 is

CIi
1 2,3,4 (68)

The maximum deflection for the elastic cracked phase is found

from Eq. 65 by substituting q2 for q1 and using the moment of inertia

for the cracked section, thus obtaining
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Y (1E qv , 1,2,3,4 (69)

The value of I, was taken to be the average value throughout the wall.

Elasto-Plastic Phase

The elasto-plastic phase occurs for walls having one or more

fixed edges, i.e., Support Cases 2, 3, and 4 In this study. After the

ultimate cracked moment capacity is reached along the fixed edges, the

wall continues to deflect, thus developing an additional resistance as

a result of the simply supported wall action. The maximum elasto-plastic

resistance is developed when the wall reaches its ultimate resistance,

as determined in the following subsection. The additional resistance de-

veloped during the elasto-plastic phase is thus given by

Aq q. q2 (70)

Since during the elasto-plastic phase the wall deflects as if

it were simply supported on four sides, the additional deflection can

be determined from Eq. 69 by substituting i = 1 (corresponding to Support t

Case I). The following equation is thus obtained for the deflection

during this phase:

Ay= , )A L Aq (71)

Although yielding may not yet have occurred along all four edges for

Support Case 2 (fixed on four edges) the additional deflection was

determined as if all edges had yielded.
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The deflection at ultimate resistance is thus given by the sum of the

deflection during the elastic and elasto-plastic phases, or

Yu Y2 + AY (72)

Substituting for y. and Ay from Eqs. 69 and 71, respectively, the deflec-

tion at ultimate resistance for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4 is

YU= EI (Aq 2 + AAq) i = 2,3,4 f (73)

For Support Case 1 no elasto--plastic phase exists, thus for this case

the deflection at ultimate resistance is given by Eq. 69.

Plastic Phase

The plastic phase is initiated with the full development of

the plastic, or ultimate cracked, moment along all assumed yield line-s.

Yield lines are assumed to form in one of the two collapse modes shown

in Figure 20. In most cases of interest, collapse mode "al will occur.

Thus for the sake of clarity, it will be the only one discussed in this

section. Collapse mode "b" is discussed in Appendix B.

The ultimate resistance for a rectangular, orthogonally iso-

tropic reinforced concrete wall subjected to a uniformly distributed

lateral load can be determined from the follcwing equation, given in

Ref. 17:* qu
-~ 2 13+ Iq4 Ya1i2LlY (74)

Notation changed to conform to that used in this study.
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y1  = 2/1 + Mu3/M1u (74a)

and

Y2 = 2/- +Mu4Vu2 • (74b)

This equation is ..lid for simply supported or fixed edges. A simply

supported edge may be indicated by setting the value of the correspond-

ing moment capacity to zero.

Solving Eq. 74 for the ultimate resistance, the following equa-

tion is obtained:

e6l Mu2 (75)
qu= +/

I+ -MU. LHYn

The value of the numerical factor 8, which defines the location of the

yield .ines, is given by

1Mu2 •Y2(L_) ( 3 (76)

2 Mul 1y 1 4 LN MU2~ 4  Y21

For the assumption of collapse moae "a" to be valid, 8 must be le.s

than or equal to 0.5. If this is not the case, the preceding equations

are invalid and the corresponding equations for qu and B derived in

Appendix B should be used in place of Eqs, 75 and 76.

Wall With Vertical Axial Load. The foar phases of the resistance

function for reinforced concrete walls with vertical load are presented

below. The vertical load was assumed to act as an axial load in the
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plane of th.e wa-1-1 arid th,) Aeff eort of an initial acceutricity of the load

was not considered in detcrmining either the wall deflection or resistance.

Elastic, Uncracked Phase

The maximum resistance in the elastic, uncracked phase for a

wall with vertical axial load can be obtained from Eq. 64, substituting

B,1 for Bt,

q = , i = 1,2,3,4 . (77)

The numerical factor B, is given by Eq. !3 for Support Case 1 and by

Eq. 17 for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4. Vplues of B,1 are also plotted in

Figure 10. The ultimate uncracked moment capacity is given by

tP(r+L (78)t, t/2 r w

The corresponding maximum deflection for the elastic, uncracked

phase is obtained from Eq. 65 by substituting Ar, for A, i74
Y = (1- )A 14 1 1,2,3,4 . (79)

E£9

The numerical factor A, is given by Eq. 15 for Support Case l and by

Eq. 19 for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4. Values of Av, are also plotted in

Figure 11.

6
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For Support Case 1, the maximum resistance for the elastic,

cracked phase of the wall with vertical load is again given by Eq. 66.

However, in determining the ultimate resistance, qu, the vertical axial

load must be taken into consideration. This effect is 'is-ussed in a

later subsection.

For Support Cases 2, 3, and 4, as was Vie case for the elastic,

tucracked phase, no information was found concerning walls with fixed

edges subjected to combined uniform lateral load and uniform compressive

axial forces. Therefore, the approximate procedure used to determine B.

for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4 was extended to determine the numerical

factor C.. That is, it was assumed that the ratio of the moment coeffi-

cients for the wall with and without vertical axial load was the same

Lor both the elastic, uncracked and elastic, -tracked phases. Therefore:

C, B,

orL

CT1  'I -. )C1  (80)

Since the ratio B,I/BI was assumed to be the same for each of the four

nupport cases, as expressed by Eq. 16, this equation can be rewritten as

Cy = (B) C1  , i = 2,3,4 (81)

where values of the numerical coefficients B1 and B,% are given in

Figure 19.
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The maximum resistance in the elastic, cracked phase for Sup-

port Cases 2, 3, and 4 can now be determined by substituting CV. for C1

in Eq. 68, thus obtaining

q2  A 1%, i 1 2,3,4 (82)CvtL,

The maximum deflection during the elastic, cracked phase is

given by Eq. 69, substituting Av1 for A,:

Y • = 1 - ) A , , L L4
Y (- q) . i = 2,3,4 (83)

EI,

Elasto-Plastic Phase

The maximum elasto-plastic rcsistance for a wall with vertical

axial load is developed when the wall repr.no;i ij.s ulA.imate resistance.

Thus, the additional resistance developed during the eJ&sto-plastic phase

for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4 is equal to the ultimate resistance minus

the maximum resistance du-ing the elastic, cracked phase, or

q = qu - q2

Tht value of q,- is discussed in the following subsectior.

As for the wall without vertical load, the maximum deflection

at the development of the ultimate resistance is the sum of the deflec-

tion during the elastic and elasto-plastic phases. Since, during the

elasto-plastic phase, the wall is again assumed to deflect as a wall

simply supported on four sides, the additional deflection is equal to

that given by Eq. 83 with subscript i =I
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(1 V_ \)AY1L (84)El'

Substituting Eqs. 83 and 84 into Eq. 72, the deflection at development

of the ultimate resistance for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4 is given by

YE (A 1q2  Ai = 2,3,4 (85)EI,

Since no elasto-plastic phase occurs for Support Case 1, the deflection

at ultimate resistance can be obtained from Eq. 83 by substituting q, and

yu for q• and y2 , respectivel:.

Plastic Phase

The resistance during the plastic phase for walls with vertical

load was determined using yield-line theory. It was assumed that the

vertical load had no effect on the location at which the yield lines

formed; therefore, the two collapse modes previously assumed for the wall

without vertical load are the same for the wall with vertical load. These

two collapse modes are shown on Figure 20. Again, since collapse mode "a"

is the one that usually occurs, it will be the only one discussed in this

section. For the cases where collapse mode "b" does occur, the equations

derived in Appendix B for qu and B may be substituted in the following

equations.

Although the xertical load is assumed not to affect the location

of the yield lines, its influerze must be considered in determining the

value of the corresponding resistance. The effect of the vertical load

can be interpreted as resulting in two compensating effects: (1) the

resistance is increased because the ultimate moment capacity along the

yield lines is increased and (2) the resistance is decreased because
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wall deflecting. The first of these effects, the increase in the ultimate

moment capacity, is taken into consideration in the formulas presented in

Appendix A of Ref. 1. The second effect, the increase in the moment act-

ing along the yield line, is given by

MV= vYVg (86)

where Mv is the average moment as a result of P, acting along the yield

line and Yv, is the average deflection along the yield line.

At the initial development of the yield lines, the deflection

of the wall is still predominantly elastic. Thus, the deflection along

the yield lines is assumed to vary parabolically from the supports to the

center of the wall. The average deflection along the yield line at the

beginning of the plaEtic phase can thus be related to the center deflec-

tion by the following equation:

Y&V& = 0.66 ye (87)

Substituting Eq. 87 into Eq. 86, the following equation for Mv at the

beginning of 'he plastic phase is obtained:

= 0.66 P~y0  . (88)

A limited study based on the deflected shape given in Ref. 14 for a
plate simply suported on four edges and subjected to a combined

uniform lateral load and uniform compressive axial forces along the

horizontal edges indicated values for the ratio Ygyg/Y, to be some-

what less thin that obtained using the assumption of a parabolic dis-

tribution. The difference is believed to be minor, however, in view
of the other ossumptions concerned. i
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The effect of this moment on the ,ultimate resistance can be

determined by noting that Mv acts directly opposite to the resisting

moment, thereby reducing the ultimate resistance. This effect is taken

into consideration by subtracting M. from Muxin Eq. 74 and solving for qu,

which yields

6-2(Mul - Mj)qu =(89)

2,j3 + M (1 Lvy) M~2 (LVY2)

Introducing the coefficient Cu, this equation can be rewritten as

q = C - (90)

4 where

cu. 2 (91)

Substituting the value of 1, from Eq. 88 into Eq. 90 and noting

that at the beginning of the plastic phase y, = y,, the following equa-

tion is obtained:

qu Cu(Mu - 0,66 P'yU) - (92)

This equation cannot be solved explicitly for qu since yu is dependent

on q,. For Support Case 1, the relationship between yu and q, is given

by Eq. 83, with y2 = y, and y2 = qu. Substituting Eq. 83 into Eq. 92 and

solving for q,, the following equation is obtained for the ultimate plas-

tic reAistance for Support Case 1:
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q,, CUMU (93)+ 0.66 PXCAy L4
S1 + .... ~ 1

For Support Cases 2, 3, and 4, the relationship between yu and q, is given

by Eqs. 70, 83, and 85. Substituting these equations into Eq. 92 and

solving for q,, the following equation is obtained for the ultimate plas-

tic resistance for Support Cases 2, 3, and 4:

Cu[Mui - 0.66 P,,(1 - %)L4q 2 (A, - A,,)/EI,1
S+ 0.66 CuP,(1 -

(94)

1 = 2,3,4

As the deflection increases, the value of MV increases, thus

causing the resistance to lateral load to decrease. At some value of the

deflection, Mv wiil equal Muland there will be no further resistance to

lateral load. This deflection is the collapse or failure deflection re-

sulting from the vertical load. Its value is obtained by substituting

Mv for Mul in Eq. 86 and solving for the center deflection. The value

of the average deflection along the yield lines will be different from

that given by Eq. 87, however, since the deflected shape of the wall is

no longer elastic, as assumed for the beginning of the plastic phase.

Instead the deflected shape of the wall is assumed to be a rigid body

rotation of the segments about their supports. The average value of the

deflection along the yield lines thus depends on the location of the

yield lines and is given by

YV = (1- )y (95)
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Suba.luting this value into Eq. 86, the value of the collapse deflection

rssulting from the vertical load is given by

YrV = (96)

The resistance during the plastic phase is assumed to vary linearly be-

tween the initial and final points.

Failure Criteria

As was found to be the case for one-way reinforced concrete walls,

there is little information available on which to base a failure, or

collapse, criterion, particularly for the small amounts of reinforcement

usually found in walls.

Because of this lack of information it was decided to adapt the

collapse criteria that were arbitrarily established for one-way reinforced

concrete walls to two-way walls. These criteria are summarized as follows:

1. Limiting steel strain criterion: During the plastic phase, the

sections bounded by the yield lines rotate essentially as rigid
bodies. The deflection at collapse is determined by assuming

that the elingation of the yielding steel occurs over a length, •,
sufficient to develop the ultimate tensile strength of the re-

inforcing steel in bond to the concrete

The deflection at collapse is thus given by

Y Yt = (USu) 2 + LLe5 u (98)

- -2. Instability criterion: This criterion applies only to walls

with vertical load and is the deflection at which the moment
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causel by the vertical load is equal to the ultimate moment
capacity. This deflection is given by Eq. 96

yf = - j
3. Ductility criterion: Collapse of the wall is predicted when

the ductility ratio (raLio of the maximum deflection to the

deflection at the beginning of the plastic phase) is equal to

0.10 (99)

up to a maximum value of j = 30. Thus

0.10
Y = Yu (100)

Collapse of the wall is assumed to occur when the center de-
flection of the wall reaches the minimum of the three values

of y, given above.

Window Openings

Since the wall resistance and loading are modified by the presence

of an opening, it is apparent that window openings can affect the in-

cipient collapse overpressure of reinforced and unreinforced walls. The

determination of both a realistic net load and a resistance function for

a wall with openings are exceedingly complex problems for which no solu-

tion is currently available. However, to predict the incipient collapse

pressure of walls with openings for this study, it was necessary to de-

velop an interim procedure for modifying the method of calculating the

resistance function. This was accomplished by making certain simplifica-

tions of the actual wall.

It is obvious that both the elastic and decaying phase resistances

of two-way unreinforced walls aLd all phases of reinforced concrete will

be influenced by the presence of window openings. Since no solutions
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were readily available for determining the elastic phase resistance, it

was assumed in the current study that the elastic phase resistance could

be determined by the methods presented herein. The magnitude of the

error in the predicted incipient collapse pressure resulting from this

assumption was not investigated during the current effort. In a subse-

quent study, the influence of window openings on the elastic phase resis-

tance of two-way action wall elements will be examined witL. an available

finite element computer program.

For othe2 than the elastic phase, the modification of the resistance

for the various types of walls with openings was based on the assumption

that the crack patterns in the walls were similar to the yield-line pat-

terns in reinforied concrete slabs. It was also assumed that the ratio

of the resistance of a wall with windows to that of a wall without windows

was the same for unreinforced as for reinforced concrete walls.

The yield-line analysis of reinforced concrete slabs provides a

convenient method of determining the minimum resistance function for a

wall with various openings. For a square wall panel without windows,

and with isotropic reinforcement, the primary yield-line pattern would

consist of diagonal yield lines between the corners, as noted on Fig-

ure 21(a). If the wall has a centrally located window, the yield lines

will form along the wall diagonals oetween the window and the wall corner

as noted on Figure 21(b)o However, for some window geometries* of a

square wall, the yield lines can form between the wall corners and one

edgi of the window opening as indicated on Figure 21(c).

For a rectangular wall panel, without windows and with isotropic

reinforcement, the yield lines will form as noted on Figure 22(a). A

For example, a 21 percent window opening with the window height equal

to 0.3 times the wall height and the window width equal to 0.7 times

the wall width.
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(a) Wall Without Window

(b) Wall With Square Window

(c) Wall With Long Rectangular Window

FIGURE 21 YIELD-LINE PATTERNS FOR SQUARE WALL
PANEL WITH ISOTROPIC REINFORCEMENT
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(a) Wall Without W;ndow

(b) Typical Yield Line For Wall With Window

(c) Yield Line For Wall With Wide Window

FIGURE 22 YIELD-LINE PATTERNS FOR RECTANGULAR WALL

PANEL WITH ISOTROPIC REINFORCEMENT
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centrally located window -n such a wall will result in one of two general

types of yield-line patterns. First, the typical yield line may form

between the vwall corners and a horizontal line through the window, as

noted on Figure 22(b). Second, the yield lines may form between the wall

corner and some point on the vertical edge of the window, as illustrated

on Figure 22(c).

Since a generalized expression is not available from yield-line

analysis, it is necessary to use a trial-and-er'.*or procedure to obtain

the minimum resistance vaiue for each window size and shape. Also, for

square, or nearly square walls, it is necessary to examine crack patterns

that intersect either the horizontal or vertical window edges.

Using the yield-line analysi and assuming that the yield lines inter-

sect the vertical edge of the window, an expression can be formulated for

the resistance of a simply supported wall panel with isotropic reinforce-

ment. The total energy input of a uniform static load for the various

wall segments sLown on Figure 23 is

2

1 X (l -4) 2 x 2 L., - L. + c4

or

T= 1-[(L - w )(L + 2L - y) + 3
'44 (W L + N)

(101)
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The total work done by the moment acting on each segment is

W,([2 -qL.y 2y i 2(. ,1

X2 1
(Lv - Lw + CO

or

= 4M L1 w o) + (L" ) (102)L 1- ) L (I'v - Lv + •

Since the total energy input equals the total work done

ET =W

and by substituting Eqs. 101 and 102 in the preceding equation, the unit

resistance is

4W____________+ I.,

-m Lw )( w + 2L, - a) + 31,H w )

(103)

For the case where the yield lines from the wall corners intersect

at a common point before intersecting a centrally located window, as noted

in Figure 24, the expression for the unit resistance can be shown to be

equal to
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FIGURE 24 WALL WITH YIELD-LINE PATTERN INTERSECT'NG
AT COMMON POINT AND WINDOW EDGE
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BL, UV Lai (3 - 20) + X.LILV(L L W 21.V)J

where • for isotropic reinforcement is

3 ~j (L) 2( .4 ( 2] (105)

To obtain the minimum unit resistance for a square wall panel, it

is necessary to investigate Eq. 103 for yield lines intersecting either

the horizontal or the vertical window edges. For rectangular wall panels,

it is necessary to examine both Eqs. 103 and 104 to obtain the minimum

resistance value. However, the effect of either in-plane forces or aniso-

tropic reinforcement on the crack pattern are not accounted for in the

above formulations.

Since Eqs. 103 and 104 were developed for a wall with isotropic re-

inforcement, the resistance values are not directly applicable to an un-

reinforced masonry or concrete wall. To apply the results to unreinforced

walls, it was assumed that the crack pattern in-the unreinforced wall was

identical to that in the isotropically reinforced wall. Also, it was

assumed that the ratio of the resistance function for a reinforced wall

with windows to one without windows (q./q) was applicable to an unrein-

forced wall with the same geometry. That is, to determine the decaying

phase resistance function for an unreinforced wall with window openings,

the resistance is calculated for a wall without windows, and then multi-

plied by the resistance function ratio q,/q obtained for an isotropically

reinforced wall. The resistance function ratio was used in a like manner

for reinforced concrete walls with openings, regardless of whether the

reinf'rcement was isotropic or anisotropic.
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Although Eqa. 1030 and 104 coul4 b•. pr.-.g.r_•ed diree!-tlv to determine

the resistance function ratio for the many conceivable wall and window

geometries, the approach used in this study was, tirst, to generate numer-

ical values for a series of walls with ratios of wall length to height

(I•/L•) between 1 and 3 and ratios of window to wall levgth (Iw/A) and

window to wall height (L4w/L ) between 0.1 and 0.8 and second to fit the

data with a multiple regression analysis to obtain an equation relating

the resistance function ratio to various wall parameters, for any wall

within the specified limits.

From the multiple regression analysis, the best fit wias found to be

W )4

qk = .Sq022 -2.2341, ALw 0.,79451(

- 2.27663 + 0.62522

+ 2 . 6 3 04 3 e(A.V/A) - 0.09268 . . (106)

Although the above expression was applicable for most wall and window

sizes, for certain conditions, i.e.:

where

> 1.5

and

I• '
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nnd

but

the best fit was found to be

w- -5.85461 - 12.66440(A) + 4.39662 + 0.84843 IL
q 7Ar)

0.9 ( A,,/AT)
- 0.22300 -- 1.0726ýtt)-'- + 6.59942e

(107)

The maximum error entailed in the use of Eqs. 106 and 107 to determine

the resistance function ratio is less than 15 percent, generally much less

that 10 percent, when compareJ with Eqs. 103 and 104, for any of the wall

and window geometries discusseu previously. This error was felt to be

compatibli with the assumptions made in the analysis and adequate for an

interim procedure.

It should be noted that Eqs. 106 and 107 were used in this study even

though a particular wall contained multiple or asymmetrical window open-

ings. For such cases, e.g., two adjacent windows, the resistance function

ratio was determined for a single window configuration by assuming that

the width of the single window was equal to the total width of all the

windows and that the window was symmetrically located in the wall panel.
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IV PROBABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Introduction

The approach used in this study has been to develop resistance func-

tions for the types of exterior walls of interest and to use these re-

sistance functions to obtain a deterministic solution for the response

of a wall when subjected to a dynamic load. In the initial report

(Ref. 1), the methods developed for one-way acticn walls were used in this

manner to calculate the response of a apecific wall for comparison with

experimental data and to examine the sensitivity of the incipient collapse

overpressure for various selected wall elements and load-time functions.

Although useful information can be obtained by a sensitivity analy-

sis, such an analysis has two major shortcomings for the evaluation of

existing structures. First, the relationship between the response of a

wall subjected to an arbitrarily selected load function and the response

during the passage of a blast wave is not obvious. Some of the problems

associated with determining the net blast load on an exterior wall are

discussed in Section II. Second, although a sensitivity analysis indi-

cates the relative importance of the parameters, it does not provide

adequate information for predicting the most probable collapse overpres-

sure of a wall where actual values for many of the pzrameters are not

known. This is especially true for the case when a number of parameters,

say 5 or 6, are concerned. This can be illustrezed by the discussion

and example below.

Even under the most ideal conditions, i.e., laboratory tests, the

physical properties of a prototype wall are known only within certain

limits, since the properties are usually determined from small specimens,
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which are constructed separately from the prototype, and the in-place

conditions of the prototype are not known precisely. Generally, for

laboratory tests of structural elements, such discrepancies are minor

since the properties are usually obtained from a number of specimens and

past experience provides guidance for relating the specimen data to the

prototype performance. For an actual wall in a building, however, the

pl.ysical properties are at best ill-defined if not likely unknown, the

support conditions are often obscure, and information is lacking for

relating laboratory test data to the performance of full-scale structures.

Therefore, when the response of a wall is examined analytically, it

is useful to vary each parameter to determine the parameters that have

an important influence on the wall response and to assist in estimating

the predicted incipient collapse overpressure. For example, consider an

unreinforced arching masonry wall that was included in a nuclear field
.

test. The wall was constructed of a 4 in. wythe of brick backed by an

8 in. wythe of cinder block and contained two 5 ft-5 in. high by 3 ft-3 in.

wide centrally located windows that equalled 19 percent of the wall area.

The wall was mounted in a nonfailing reinforced concrete support structure

that formed a 16-ft by 18-ft by 10-ft room behind the wall. Figure 25

shows the variation of the predicted incipient collapse overpressure when

the ultimate compressive strength of the mortar is varied between 1000

and 2500 psi. Even thoughI the ultimate compressive strength is not knowr.

exactly, if the range of strengths examined is reasonable for the partic-

ular mortar, the collapse pressure for the wall would be expected to fall

between 14.5 and 241.3 psi. Furthermore, since the ultimate compressive

strength can be assumed as normally distributed for a series of similar mortar

* The correlation of the predicted collapse overpressure for this wall

with the results from the nuclear field test reported in Ref. 19 is

presented in Section VI and Appendix C.
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specimens, a first order estimate, when only a variation in mortar

strength is considered, would be a 50 percent probability of collapse

occurring at about 20 psi.

In addition to the mortar strength, the modulus of elasticity of the

mortar might be included in the analysis of the wall, because it also

has an important influence on the collapse strength of an unreinforced

arching masonry wall. Since no test information was available from

[Ref. 19, the modulus of elasticity of the mortar was assumed to follow

the relationship, E• =f!. For a mortar strength of 1750 psi, Figure 26

shows the variation in the predicted incipient collapse overpressure

when a is varied between 500 and 1500. If the influences of the two

parameters are considered together for the ranges discussed, then the

predicted collapse pressure would be within the shaded area on Figure 27

between 13.2 and 25.4 psi. Again, for a normal distribution of both the

compressive strength and the modulus of elasticity, an estimate of the

50 percent probability of collapse would be about 19 psi.

If there are no other parameters that influence the wall behavior

significantly, it would only be necessary to calculate the collapse pres-

sure deterministically to provide an acceptable estimate of the wall

collapse. However, as noted in Ref. I and Section II of this report,

there are a number of other parameters that also affect the collapse of

unreinforced arching walls. For example, the presence of a window affects

both the net wall loading and the wall resistance, as discussed in Sec-

tions II and III, respectively. The effect of the window on the exterior

load function and the sensitivity of the incipient collapse pressure of

the wall to the variation in load can be illustrated by varying the

clearing time of the blast wave. Figure 28 shows the variation of the

pr-dicted incipient collapse overpressure when the clearing time of the

reflected overpressure, expressed as a function of the clearing distance

, is varied between 2.7 and 11.2 ft. As mentioned previously, if only
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on'e parameter affected the wall behavior significantly, an acceptable

-[ esi i~mate of the predicted incipient collapse overpressure can be made

evený if the precise clearing distance is not knu,;-. However, for the

ex.ample wall Un.(tele discussion it has been shown that at least two other

paraitieters, namely the uitimate compressive strength and modulus of

elasticity of the mcrtar, also have a significant effect on the wall

collanpe pressure, If the influence of all three parameters is treated,

a complex three-dimensional plot would be required to visualize the vari-

ation in the incipient collapse pressure, and an cstimate of the most

probable value would no longer be a relatively simple procedure. As

described in the following subsections, for this program a proi-flility

function was included in the an.lytical procedu-e to permit a rational

prediction of the incipient collapse pressure to be made regardless of

the number of parameters. For comparative purposes, the results of such

an analysis are shownor. Figure 29 for a variation of the three parameter-;

as previously illustrated.

Statistical Analysis

Monte Carlo

It is apparent thai. the determination of the incipient collapse over-

preisure for a given wall, or type of wall, depends on a number of vari-

ables, at least some of which must be considered to be randomly distrib-

uted. Although the probability distribution of these random variables

may be determined fairly easj.Ly, at least in an approximate manner, the

extension of this step to determining the probability distribution of

the resulting collapse overpressure is not so easy.

It is not possible to obtain an exact distributlor. because an ex-

plicit. relationship z,-tween the incipient 'ollapse overpressurp and the

wail properties is not available. Even if such a relationship were
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U~alulu i %ULLU bie mtJ cuffp±±UUtud as~ to iiatake intractalej t.ile clckJ.ulus

needed to evaluate the integrals required for determiningr the probability

distribution, Thus it was decided to use Monte Carlo, or simulation,

techniques to determine the probability distribution for the incipient

collapse overpressure.

The technique uses aset of mathematically simulated walls, each of

which possesses the characteristics of some actual wall, to determine •n

approximate distribution of the incipient collapse overpressure. This

set of simulated walls is prepared by selecting the parameters to be

varied and determining the values of these parameters by randomly samp-

ling their corresponding probability distribution functions. Each

simulated wall is then analyzed using the deterministic equations devel-

oped previously in the wall study. The results of these analyses provide

a probability distribution of the incipient collapse overpressure.

Two problems were encountered in using this method of approach. The

first of these entailed determination of the probability distribution for

each of the random variables under consideration. No restriction is

placed on thii determination ty the Monte Carlo method, therefore, the

problem is only concerned with using the distribution best describing

the actual world. This problem will not be discussed further here since

the determinp.tion iq entirely dependent on the variable concerned. The

second proolem was determining the number of simulated walls that need

to be analyzed to represent the infinite number of real cases adequately.

It is a complicated problem, because of the probability distributions

used and the degree of accuracy that is acceptable, and is discussed

further in the following subsection.
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Sampling Distribution of the Mean and Variance

Two statistical measures that are often used to describe the proba-

bility distribution of a random variable are the mean and standard de-

viation (square raot of the variance). These two measures describe

completely the probability distribution of a normal, or Gaussian, dis-

tributed random variable and give considerable information essential in

describing other types of distributions. Thus, the mean and standard

deviation of the results obtained from the Monte Carlo technique can be

nsed to describe the probability distribution of the incipient collapse

overpressure for a given wall or wall type. The problem still remains,

however, regarding the number of simulated walls that need to be analyzed

for the mean and standard deviation of the finite sample R and s, to

represent the mean and standard deviation of the total population,

and a, adequately.

The solution to this problem can be approached by establishing con-

fidence limits for the sample mean and standard deviation. These limits

establish nonfidence intervals that, to any desired degree of confidence

less than 1, coatain the mean and standard deviation of the total popu-

lation. The width of these confidence intervals depends on three factors:

(1) the degree of confidence desired, (2) the dispersion of the incipient

collapse overpressure; and (3) the sample size n. The degree of confi-

dence chosen for use in this study was the 95 percent confidence interval.

The dispersion of the incipient collapse overpressure depends on the

individual wall properties. Thus, for any given sample size, the width

of the confidence intervals for the meaa and standard deviation of the

incipient collapse overpressure will increase as the dispersioa of the

individual wall properties increases. It is important to observe that

the confidence limits depend on the sample size n, thus, for a fixed con-

fidence level, the interval can be mode as short as desired by increasing

the number of simulated walls analyzed.
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"Throu.igh the study of several cases, details of which are given in

Appendix C, confidence limits of plus or minus 10 percent of the sample

mean were chosen as the values to be used in determining when a sufficient

number of simulated walls had been aialyzed. It was further judged that

at least 20 simulated walls were required for the sample mean and stan-

dard deviation to represent adequately the mean and standard deviation

of the total population. These guidelines are summarized as follows:

1. Minimum sample size, n = 20.

2. The 95 percent confidence for the sample mean, R, should be
within _• 10 percent of R.

3. The 95 percent confidence limits for the sample standard

deviation, s, should be within + 0.10 R (10 percent of the

sample mean) of s (the upper confidence limit is the critical

one).

For the cases studied, where the above criteria were met, the sample

mean and standard deviation were within 10 and 20 percent, respectively,

of the values obtained when the sample size was doubled. This accuracy

was felt to be adequate in view of the many other unknown variables

present.

The question still arises as to how the 95 percent confidence limits

for the sample mean and standard deviation are determined. For the case

where the random variable is normally distributed, the following theorem

regarding the sample mean can be derived: The mean R of n stochastically

independent observations from a normally distributed population with

mean • and variance c2 is normally distributed with mean § and variance

c/2 1n. In other words, the distribution of the sample mean depends on

the distribution of the individual random variablez constituting the

sample mean. The standard deviation of the mean, also called the standard

error of the mean, is equal to the square root of tie variance, or a,'/n.
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5his4a theom me- hb .ued in determining tha nrnhah4iitv distribution

"of the incipient collapse overpressure (even though in this case the

exact distribution is not known) since for large sample size n the central

limit theorem* can be applied. This permits considering the sample mean

and variance as being approxim~ately normally distributed.

Rewriting the distribution of the sample mean in terms of the stan-

dardized normal distribution u, the following expression is obtained:

u - . (108)

This relation, in conjunction with standard tables for the u-distribution,

could be uau, to determine the confidence limits for •, provided that a

was known. However, a is unknown in this case, and an alternative

approach must be taken. Replacing a by s, the standard deviation esti-

matei from the sampl, observations and multiplying the denominator by

a/aa the right side of Eq. 108 becomes

(109)

vrna fiia

The value of s may be obtained from the expression

Ss _ -(xI ) (110)
n _

* The central limit theorem states that the distribution of the sum of n

independent random variables tends to the normal distribution for

n - a under fairly general conditions, two o.. which are that the

variance of the sums tends to infinity and the variance of each vari-
able divided by the variance of the sum tends to zero.
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i)ivdniig both sides oi this equation by a, the following result is ob-

tained:

./ a

The expression under the radical, 1", - ), has a chi-square dis-

tribution. Thus replacing this expression by X and letting f = n - 1,

Eq. 111 can be rewritten as

2- V (112)
a U/f

Equating Eqs. 109 and 112 yields

- - -
(113)

It can further be shown (Ref. 21) that the random variable ux7T has

a t-distribution with f degrees of freed::=. Thus the lefthand side of

Eq. 113 must also have a t-distribution with f = n -1 degrees of freedom.

This is indicated by writing

t = " (114)

This test statistic is independent of both ý and a, being a function only

of the sample mean M, the sample standard deviation s, and the sample

size n. Like the u-distribution, the c-distribution is symmetrical about
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zero, and for f , it tends to the normal distribution as s converges

to a. Confidence limits for the mean ý can now be determined from the

relationship

p $s s p Z x-t 1 7 = - 15

where t.. and tP2 are available from tables of the t-distribution for

various values of the cumulative probability P and the number of degrees

of freedom f. Thus, for a 95 percent confidence interval, this relation-

ship becomes

P5i- t.s- < t = 0.95 (116)

It is expected, with 95 percent confidence, that the population mean , F,

will fall in the above interval. Given values of s and R, n can be

chosen so that the interval of uncertainty about t falls within tolerable

limits.

A similar approach can be used to determine confidence limits for

the standard deviation s. Squaring both sides of Eq. 112 yields

2
= y (117)

f

Values of yP/f are available from tables of the chi-square distribution

for various values of P and f. Confidence limits for the standard de-

viation are easily derived from the above since

= f (/T8)
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The confidence limits for s are thus given by

P S -_Y-_ < a < s P, (119)

which for a 95 percent confidence interval reduces to

P <0 = 0.95 (120)

.9 *75 71 7<X 05/

since f = n 1. Again it can be expected, with 95 percent confidence,

that the population variance, a, will fall within the above interval.

Given values of x and s, the 95 percent confidence limits for the

sample inean and standard deviation can now be obtained from Eqs. 116

and 119, respectively. These values, along with the previously estab-

lished guidelines, may now be used to determine the number of simulated

walls that needs to be analyzed.

10 Percent and 90 Percent Probability Values

The mean ,,alue of the incipient collapse overpressure may be taken

as the overpressure at or below which failure will occur 50 pe:cent of

the time. Also or interest in this study are the values for which failure

will occur 10 a-.d 90 percent of the time. These values will be referred

to as the 10 percent probability value and the 90 percent probability

value.

For the case where the incipient collapse overpressure is normally

distributed, these values are easily obtained from the following:

10 percent probability value = x - 1.282 s

90 perceit probability value = R + 1.282 s
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The accuracy of these relations depends on how closely the probability

distribution for the incipient collapse overpressure is approximated by

a normal distribution. This can be investigated by plotting the cumulative

probability distribution on probability paper. When plotted in this man-

ner a normal distribution will plot as a straight line. Thus, a visual

approximation of how close the actual distribution is to the normal dis-

tribution can be obtained by seeing how closely the data approximate a

straight line. For the cases studied in Appendix C, tile probability

distribution of the data was sufficiently close to the normal distribu-

tion so that the 10 and 90 percent probability values can be obtained

from the above equations with little error.

In determining the confidence limits for the 10 and 90 percent

probability values, one might be inclined to use the individual confidence

limits for the sample mean and standard deviation given by the t ana the

x distributions, assuming that the probability of both occurrences is

the product of the separate probabilities. This is incorrect, however,

because t and u (from which the X2 distribution is derived) are not

independent. Therefore the joint probability that the two intervals cover

the true parameter values is not equal to the product of the separate

probabilities. Methods are available to determine the confidence region

for these two parameter values; however, these were believed to be beyond

the scope of thes study.

An approximate method was developed that assumes that the mean value

obtained from the sample is the true mean value for the entire distribu-

tion. This is at best only approximately true; however, it permits con-

fidence intervals to be obtained for the 10 and 90 percent probability

values by merely using the 95 percent confidence limits for the standard

"daviation. allong Withk the0 aample tmean. The cnfidence in thi5S value will

be somewhat less than 95 percent, although exactly how much less is not

known.
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Thes< methmods enable values to be determined for the m.ean, standard

deviation, 10 percent probability value, and 90 percent probability Value

, Icipient Collapse overpressure. ConfIdence intervals of 95 per-

cent iay also be ob~taine:d for tiemean and standard deviation, along with

limits of a somewhat smaller, but unknown, confidence for the 10 and 90

percent probability %values. These techniques were used in investigating

the incipient collapse overpressure for several masonry walls witu arch-

ing, and a detailed statistical analysis of one of these walls is pre-

sented in Appendix C.
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V WALL REACTIONS

Introduction

The response of a dynamically loaded wall element is influenced

by the elements' structural characteristics, as well as by those of the

supporting structure. In this study, however, it has been assumed that

the natural frequencies of the wall and its supporting structure are so

related that the wall may be considered to act independently of the sup-

ports, thus permitting the wall to be analyzed as a separate single-

degree-of-freedom system, rather than as part of a coupled muitidegree

system.

The reaction of the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system used

to determine the wall response is equal to the spring resistance; however,

for the actual wall, the reaction is also a function of the distributed

lnertiL forces. To account for these forces, it was assumed that the

distribution of the inertia forces is the same as the curve of the static

deflected shape of the wall. Although this assumed distribution of the

inertia forces does not take into account the higher response modes, the

error is felt to be minor, especially when reactions for a failing mem-

ber are being predicted.

Dynamic Reactions

The method used to calculate the dynamic reactions of two-way action

walls was essentially the same as that used in Ref. 1 for one-way action

walls. In a similar manner to that outlined for the one-way walls, the

dynamic reactions for two-way walls are determined by assuming that the
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diý-fribution of the inertia forces along a vertical or horizontal s.;ip

is the saie as the deflected shape of a beam with the same support con-

ditions. The total reaction along each edge wv's determined in accordznce

with the as-uined crack, or yield linc, pattern shown in Figure 12 (Sec-

tion Iii), with only the adjacent segment contributing to the repction

along each edge. The corresponding reactions for collapse mode "b" shov.'n

in Figure 20(b) (Section III) for the reinforced concrete wall are dis-

cussed in Appendix B.

The dynamic reaction along the horizontal edges of the wall can

"thus be determined by considering the eqilibrium of forces on segment A,

shown in Figure 30. Since these forces are in dynamic equilibriam. the

sum of the moments about the line of action of the resul÷•-ut of the in-

Prtia fcrces yields

S - (• -Z ') - - '1 0 (121)

where 2Z and z are the distances to the centroids of the inertia force

and th-. lateral load, respectively. The mcments M &--d MI, which are

issumec, to be uniformly distributed, are related to the total resis-

tance .-f the segment, QA, by

M. + MA = zQ (122)

which by substituting in Eq. 121 yields
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For a uniformly distributed lateral load, the distance z to the

centroid of the load acting on the trapezoidal segment is given by

4

i 3
- ( - - L (124)

where the value of S is obtained from Eq. 38 for unreinforced masonry

or concrete walls and from Eq. 76 for reinforced concrete walls. The

distance Y to the centroid of the inertia forces depends on the assumed

deflected shape of the segment and is discussed in the following sub--

sections.

In a similar manner, the dynamic reaction along the vertical edges

of the wall can be determined by considering the equilibrium of the

forces acting on segment C, shown in Figure 31. Taking monsents about

the line of acticn of the resultant of the inertia forces yields

V.- P( - x') - Mc - M, = 0 (125)

where - and x are the distances to the centroids of the inertia force

and the lateral load, respectively. The moments Mc and MC, which are

again assumed tc be uniformly distributed, are related to the static

resistance Q. by

MC + MN = (126)

which by substituting in Eq. 125 yields

I I

, - P C + - 1Q 0 ( 127 )x x
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For a uniformly distributed lateral load, the uistanc-,. x' to the centroid

of" the load on the triangL.ar segment is give' 4y

, (128)

"Ih C di:,t:zco . to the centroid of the inertia force depends on the

aýmsumod defiected shape of the segment and is discussed further in the

t,)llowing subsections.

As a result of sImmet'y, the total load on the wall is equal to

PT = 
2 PA + 2 Pc (129)

The load acting on each of the segments is thus related to the total

load in proportion to their areas, or

PC (130)

PA

P -2 = 1(131Py 2 PT 2

Sitmiiarly, the total resist;ance of the wall is equal to

Q = 2 QA 2 QC (132)
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F-. 'issuming the total resistance to be uniformly distributed, the re-

sistance provided by each of tne segments is also related ta the total

resistance in proportion to their areas, or

Q 2 ('33)

QA 1
2= (i-B)

Substituting Eqs. 130, 131, 133, and 134 into Eqs. 123 and 127

yields the following expressions for the dynamic reactions along the

horizontal and vertical edges:

S. - PT + QT  (135)V 2 = -

S[ - )P+. QT (136)

3Z x

where z and x are given by Eqs. 124 and 128, respectively.

These reaction equations are applicable to all of the types of

walls considered in this study. The magnitudes will be different,

however, since the reactive forces at any particular time depend on

both the load and the resistance function. Differences will also re-

sult from the variation in the assumed deflection shape for the dif-

erent support conditions and the resistance phases, since both 7 and R

For reinforced concrete walls in which collapse mode "b" Figure 2oýb)

Section III] occurs, the above equations are not applicable. This case

is discussed in Appendix B.
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are a function of the deflection shape. The values of I and I for walls

with the four support conditions considered are as follows.

Support Case 1

During the elastic phase, the equation for the deflection of a

simply supported, one-way wall of length J. with a un.formly distributed

load is

(z 2Iý - 2Lv•z z (137)
F4 E I

Since it was assumed that the distribution of the inertia forces along

a vertical strip of the two-way wall is the same as the deflection shape

of a one-way wall with the same simple support conditions, the distance

-7 to the centroid of the inertia forces on segment A is given by

Syz dAyzdA (138)

y dA

where the integration is carried out over the area of segment A. Sub-

stituting Eq. 137 into Eq. 138 and integrating gives

(0.127 - 0.1850) (139)

(0.400 - 0.508P)

Similarly, the distance R to the centroid of the inertia forces

on segment C is given by

: j yx dA (140)

y dA
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where the integration is carried out over the area oi segment C. The

elastic deflection along a horizontal strip is given by

qx 2 k)
Y = -E(k H -2L,,x +x 3  -141)Y 24E1

Substituting this expression into Eq. 140 and integrating gives

( I- g12 + 3 0)

Substituting these expressions for Y and R in Eqs, 135 and 136

yields the equations for the dynamic reactions along the horizontal

and vertical edges during the elastic phase for unreinforced walls with-

out arching and reinforced concrete walls. For Support Case 1, the re-

sisting moments along the edges, MA and Mc, are zero.

After cracking of the wall in the elastic phase, both the resis-

tance and the deflection are altered as noted in Section III. Since it

was assumed that the motion of the wall after cracking is a rigid body

rotation of the segments about their supports, the deflection along a

vertical strip is given by

2(143)

Sinilarly, the deflection along a horizontal strip is given by

X x y (144)
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Substituting; Eqs. 1-13 and 1-44 into Eqs. 138 and 140, 2respectively,

yields the following expressions for i and R:

- 24 16(I 16

x = 1(146)

"These values are substituted into Eqs. 135 and 136 to determine the

reactions along the horizontal and vertical edges for unreinforced walls

with arching and during the decaying phase of unreinforced walls with-

out arching and the plastic phase of reinforced -oncrete walls.

Support Case 2

The reaction for two-way walls fixed on four edges is determined

in a manner similar to that in the prevLous subset-tion. The distribu-

tion of the inertia Xorces along a vertical strip is assumed to be the

same as the deflected shape of a uniformly loaded, one-way, fixed edge

wall of length I4, or

2
y = qz (L- z)2  (147)

Similarly, the deflected shape along a horizontal strip is given by

2
qx

E( -X)"T41 (1482
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Substituting Eqs. 147 and 148 into Eqs. 138 and 140, respectively,

results in the followiuv values for i and *:

(0.092 - 0.13LID)
(0.237 - 0.3670) v

(1/20 - 0/15 + 0'/42) ' (150)
(1/12 - 0/10 + P2/3o)

These values are substituted into Eqs. 135 and 136 to determine the re-

actions along the horizontal and vertical edges during the initial p:r-

tion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without arching and the

elastic, uncracked phase and elastic, crackni phase of reinforced con-

crete walls.

After cracking (or yielding of the steel in a reinforced concrete

wall) along the fixed edges, the wall is assumed to respond as if it

were simply supported on four edges. Thus, the resultiug values c I

and X during the secondary portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced

walls without arching and the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete

walls are given by Eqs. 139 and 142. During the decaying phase of unre-

inforced walls without arching and the plastic phase of reinforced con-

crete walls, the values of Z and R are again given by Eqs. 145 and 146.

Support Case 3

For Support Case 3, the distribution of the inertia forces along

a vertical strip is assumed to be the same as the deflected shape of a

* uniformly loaded, simply supported one-way wall of length Lv, as expressed

by Eq. 137. The distribution of the inertia forces along a horizontal
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strip, however, is assumed to be the same as for a one-way, fixed-edge

wall of length I.,, as expressed by Eq. 148. The resulting values of

7. and . for the initial portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced

walls without arching and the elastic, uncracked phase and the elastic,

cracked phase of reinforced concrete walls are thus given by Eqs. 139

and 150.

After cracking (or yielding of the steel in a reinforced concrete

wall) along the fixed edges, the wall is again assumed to respond as

if it were simply supported on four edges. The resulting values of

Sand R during the secondary portion of the elastic phase of unreinforcjd

walls wit!-out arching and the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete

are therefore again given by Eqs. 139 and 142. During the decaying phase

of unreinforced walls without arching and the plastic phase of reinforced

concrete walls the values of 7 and R are given by Eqs. 145 and 146.

Support Case 4

for Support Case 4, tl'e values of I and 3 during the initial por-

tion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls withouit arching .-nd the

elastic, uncracked phase and elastic, cracked phase of reinforced con-

crete walls correspond to those given by Eqs. 149 and 142, respectively.

Again, after cracking (or yielding for a reinfcrced wall) occurs alo-g

the fixed edges, the values of 'Z and X during the secondary portion o.Z

the elastic phase of unreinforced wills without arching and the elasto-

phase of reinforced concrete walls are given by Eqs. 139 and 142. Dur-

ing the dcznying phase of unreinforced walls without arching and the

plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls, the values of 1" and 3 are

again given by Eqs. 145 and 145.
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The values of x and z for each of the four support cases, along
I

with the values of xI and z , are summarized for unreinforced concrete

or masonry unit walls and reinforced concrete walls in Tables 1 and 2.
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VI DISCUSSION

Introduction

As discussed in Ref. 1, to determine the dynamic response of the

various walls, computer programs were developed using the NewmarK 3

method (Ref. 4) for analyzing the walls with the resistance functions

previously determined in Section III. The transformation factors, as

developed in Appendix A for two-way action walls, were used to reduce

the wall from a distributed mass system to an equival-nt s.ingle-degree-of-

freedom system. The input data required in the programs consist of the

wall and load properties, including probability distributions where

needed, and the output cpn be either a complete time-history of the

response of the wall up to collapse, or a prediction of the probability

of occurrence of the incipient collapse overpressure, as presented in

Section IV. The computer flow charts for the analysis of the three

types of walls are presented in Appendix D.

To provide insight into the parameters that significantly influence
the collapse of two-way action exterior walls, a limited sensitivity

analysis was performed. Also, a comparison was made of the available

experimental information on dynamically loaded %all elements and the

theoretical predictions. The findings from these studies are presented

in the following subsections.

Variation of Parameters

To determine the individual effects of a few of the more important

parameters in tho behavior of dynamically loaded walls, the incipient

collapse overpressure was calculated for various values of the parameters.
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The parameters investigated for eact, of the three wall types were the

ratio of the height to the width of the wall, the area of the window

opening, and the volume of the zoom. Based on engineering judgment, a

two-wav action wall with the following properties, except where noted

otherwise on the graphs, was selected as the standard from which all

variations were made:

Height, LV .... ........ . . 8 ft

Width, Lh ........ ........... 12 ft

Thictnes, t. .............. 8 in.

Modulus of elasticity

Masonry, En ........ .1,000,000 psi

Concrete, E.c ............ 3,000,000 psi

Reinforcing steel, E, . 30,000,000 psi

Modulus of rupture, f...... 100 psi

Unit weight, y

Masonry .... .......... .. 120 p•f

Concrete ..... .......... .. 145 pcf

Vertical load, P, .... ...... 0

Window area, Aw. .... ........ 0

In addition, for walls with windows, the window was centrally located

in the wall, and the window height was maintained at 4 ft, while the

width was varied to obtain the desired window area. The edge support

for all walls was Support 2 (fixed on all four edges).
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A value for the clearing distance of S = 10 ft and weapin yield

of W = 1 Mt were chosen as the standard values for the study of the other

parameters. This eliminated the effect of a variable clearing time and

yield on the behavior of the walls.

Unreinforced Concrete or Masonry Unit Wall (Without Arching)

Figure 32 illustrates the effect of the width-to-height ratio on the

peak incident overpressure at incipient collapse for an unrei:iforced,

two-way action, fixed-edge wall without arching. The two curves are for

a vertical load in the plane of the wall of P, = 0, and P, = 100 lb/in.

of wall, which is equivalent to about two story heights above the wall.

For values of L, /Ly > 3, the wall was assumed to respond primarily as a

one-way rather than a two-way wall. For comparative purposes, the col-

lapse pressure for a one-way action wall is also indicated in Figure 32.

The effect on the incipient collapse overpressure of the percentage

of window opening in a two-way action wall, which is face-on to the blast

wave, is shown in Figure 33 for three different room volumes. To calcu-

late these values, it was assumed that the interior walls of the room

did not fail during the collapse of the exterior wall. As can be seen,

an increase in the window area from 15 to 35 percent of the wall area

resulted in an increase in the incipient collapse overpressure of about

50 to 60 percent for the room volumes investigated.

SIFigure 34 shows the effect of the room volume on the incipient

collapse overpressure of a two-way action, fixed edge wall for window

openings of 15, 25 and 35 percent. For all three window areas, if the

volume of the room is doubled from 1000 to 2000 cu ft, the incipient

collapse overpressure is decreased by about one-third.
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

Lv =8 ft
"• 2ft W = 1 Mt12~ ft 10 ft

t =8in.

f = 100 psi

E = 1.0X 106 psi
y = 120 pcf Pso

LvW =0I
LHW =0 tc to

Support Case 2

3.0

L~u 2.0cc < Pv =100 lb/in.

0 0

wz

1.0 1 .5 0. .5

VHV One-Way Action Wall (P 1 lb/in.)

One-Way Action Wall WtP o 0)

0
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30

L /Lv

FIGURE 32 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT INCIPIENT COLLAPSE 1
VERSUS LH/Lv RATIO

Two-Way Unreinforced Wall Without Arching
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WALI PA.A..UTERS LOAD PARAMETERS

LV = 8ft

"Z = 12ft W = 1 MtS = lOfttH = 81in. S P = lof

fr = 100 psi r

E = 1.0X10 psi Pso
",y = 120 pcf

LV4 = 48 in.

Support Case 2 tc 0

5.0

CL

S4.0

0
" " ROOM VOLUME 1000 cuft

z
w
U.

z -
- ROOM VOLUME = 1500 .u ft

w

"ROOM VOLUME 2000cu ft

u" 2.0
1.0

0

1 0 10 20 30 40

PERCENT OPENING

O(ne window opening symmetrically located about centerlines of
front wall. 3 nsec delay in breaking.

FIGURE 33 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT INCIPIENT COLLAPSE
VERSUS PERCENT WINDOW OPENING
Two-Way Unreinforcad Wall Without Arching
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

Lv = 8 it W = I Mt

LH = 12 ft S = loft

t = 8 in. Pr =0v

If = 100 psi
E = 1.0 X 106 psi

7 = 120 pcf I

LvW = 48 in. tc to

Support Case 2
5.0

S35% OPENINGCL
w
Ln
< 4.0
-J 25% OPENING

3.J0

I-
z

z 15% OPENING

I-
w

"' 2.0 - I=I
w

0
I-
z
w

1.0
z

w

I I,

500 1000 1500 2000

ROOM VOLUME - cuft

One window opening symmetrically located about centerlines of
front wall. 3 msec delay in breaking.

FIGURE 34 PEAK INCIDENI OVERPRESSURE Ai INCIPIENT CCLLAPSE
VERSUS ROOM VOLUME
Two-Way Unreinforced W;Jl Without Arching
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Unreinforced Concrete or Masonry Unit Wall (With Arching)

Figure 35 illustrates the effect of the width-to-height ratio on the

incipient collapse overpressure for an unreinforced, two-way action, fixed-

edge wall with arching. For an increase in the LM/Lv ratio from 1 to 3,

there is a decrease in the incipiert collapse pressure of about 40 percent.

Figures 36 and 37 show the effect on the incipient collapse over-

pressure of the percent of window opening and the room volume, respectively.

The effect of these parameters is much less for unreinforced two-way

"malls with arching than without arching.

Reinforced Concrete Wall

Figure 38 illustrates the effect of the width-to-height ratio on

"I the incipient collapse overpressure for a two-way reinforced concrete

wall. For an increase in the Lm/L. ratio from 1 to 3, there is a cor-

responding decrease in the incipient collapse overpressure of about

40 percent; this is about the same as for the unreinforced masonry wall

with arching.

Figures 39 and 40 show the effect on the incipient collapse over-

pressure of the percent of window opening and the room volume, respec-

tively. This is about the same relative effect as was found for the

unreinforced wall with arching.

Experimental Correlation

The approach used in this study for predicting the behavior of wall

elements has been to develop rational analytical procedures that are

consistent with the available experimental response observations. Where-

ever possible the test data are then used to provide a correlation with

the analytical predictions.
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

L%1 = 8 ft
• W = IMt

LH = 12 ft PC. S = loft

tw = 8 in.

f, = 1000psi Po ,.
m

Em = 1.0 X 106 psi

I = 120 pcf tc to

Rigid Supports

16

Lu 12

I "One-Way Action Wall

z•

1.0 . 2.0 2.5 3.0

L./L
CC us~

FIGURE 35 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT INCIPIENT COLLAPSE
VERSUS LH/Lv RATIO

STwo-Way fUnrinforced Wail With Ardiing
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARA.IETERS

Lv = 8 ft W = 1 Mt
LH = 12ft S = 10 ft
tw = 8 in. Prk

Mf :1600psi6Pa
Em = 1.0&o, psi
-t = 120 pcf

Rigid Supports tc to

20

41

U) '___000___o16

uJ RO(" ,. VOLUME 1500 cu ft-o

o ROOM VOLUME 2000 cu ft

C-)

uJ

I-g

z

uj oi-
"z I

0 10 20 30 40

PE:RCENT OPENING

One window opening ,-symmetrically located about centerlines of
front wall. 3 rnsc deiay in breaking.

FIGURE 36 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT lINCIPIENT COLLAPSE
VERSUS PERCENT WINDOW OP'ENING;
Two-Way Unrm'nforced Wall With Arrine.
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

L V = 8 f t W = I M
L~ = 12MILH = 82 ft P S = 10ft

VPrtw =8 in. r

= 1000 ps; PS0

Em = 1.0 X 10 6 psi

I = 120 pcf tc to
Rigid Supports

20 •

35% OPENING i

CdI
< 16

25% OPENING

S15% OPENING

S12 I

I-I

LU

1..

ILl

<

0 500 1000 1500 2000

ROOM VOLUME cu ft

One window opening symmetrically located about centerlines of
front wall. 3 rnsec delay in breaking.

FIGURE 37 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT INCIPIEN 'rCOOLLAPSE
VERSUS ROOM VOLUME
Two-Way Unreinforced Wall With Arching



WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

Lv =8ft

tw = 8in. W = 1Mt
fd, = 3750 psi S = loft

= 42,000 psi Pv =0

p -0.0025 (d 7 ir.) pr
P' = 0.0025 (d'= 1 in.)

LHw = 0

Support Case 2 c to

2.

ui

0.

i-15
z
LU

z

U" 10

One-Way Action Wall
IPr

W
0.
LU

05
I-
zLU

"Lu 0 - -i-
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

FIGURE 38 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT
INCIPIENT COLLAPSE VERSUS LH/LV

RATIO

Two-Way Reinforced Concrete Wall
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

Lv = 8 ft

-LH = 12S W = lofttw = 8 in. Sv = 10f
dýc = 3750 psi •

fdv = 42,000 psi Pr

p = 0.0025 (d = 7 in.) PSo
p" = 0.0025 (d'= 1 in.)

LvW = 48 in.

Support Case 2 tc to

25

Q.

L,
W 20

20-J ROOM VOLUME = 1000 cu

0

•" ROOM VOLUME 1500cufz
w

I ROOM VOLUME = 2000 cu ftS15

I-K

w

LU

x
Dx 10
C-

w

z
u,

0 '

010 20 30 40

PERCENT OPENING

One window opening symmetricahy located about centerlines of
fro,.it wall. 3 msec delay in breaking.

FIGURE 39 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT INCIPIENT COLLAPSE
VERSUS PERCENT WINDOW OPENING
Two-Way Reinforced Concrete Wall
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

Lv = 8ft -

LH = 12ft W = 1Mt

tw = 8in. S = 10ft

fd = 3750 pii Pr Pv = 0

fdy = 42,000 psi

p = 0.0025 (d= 7 in.)

= 0.0025 (d' 1 in.)
Lvw- = 48 in. tc to

Support Case 2

25

a 35% OPENING

o< 20. 20 25% OPENING'
-J

0

I-" 15% OPENINGz
Lu
S15
z
I-
<

•"LU)
n-

cc 10

0

IF-

0

0 500 1000 1500 2000
ROOM VOLUME - cu ft

One window openirg symmetrically located about centerlines of
front wall. 3 msec delay in breaking.

FIGURE 40 PEAK INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE AT INCIPIENT COLLAPSE
VERSUS ROOM VOLUME

Two-Way Reinforced Concrete Wall
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from controlled tests be used to verify a mathematical model. Unfortu-

nately, for the dynamically loaaed oils examined in this study, it was

possible to provide such a correlation for only one case where response-

time data were available. In general, however, even with experimental

information available, certain data such as physical properties and

precise load-time functions are either lacking or ill-defined. There-

fore, a deterministic description of behavior cannot be generated for

correlation with the experimental data. This is the primary problem

with using the data obtained from nuclear field tests. For such cases,

iw was necessary to provide a probability distribution for the values

of the unknown paral,•,rrs. This meant that only the probability of

occurrence of the incipient collapse pressure, rather than a specific

deterministic value, could be compared with the experimental results.

During this program, it was possible to compare analytical predic-

tions with experimental data obtained from a wall tasted in the URS shock

tunnel and with test walls and houses in nuclear field tests. The results

of these comparisons are presented in the following subsections.

Laboratory Wall Test

The dynamic response data from a test of a 12-in. thick brick wall

was obtained from URS Research Company for comparison with the theoret-

ically predicted response prepared during this study. The 8-ft high by

12-ft wide wall was located in the URS shock tunnel and mounted in a

steel frame that provided simple support at the top and bottom edges

while permitting the side edges to move freely. Since the wall blocked

the cross section of the tunnel, it was subjected to the full reflected

overpressure on the front face, while a back face loading was prevented

until the wall collasped. The load applied to the wall by the blast wave
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Sapproximated a step pulse u! 4 psi, which• deayed linearly to 3.3 p~ -,-it

69 msec and to zero at 102 msec.

For this analysis, the most useful test information was the velocity-

time data measured at the horizontal centerline of the wail; the velocity

gage recorded only during the first 4 in. of wall movement. The experi-

mental and theoretical velocity-time data are reproduced in Figure 41.

During the early times, e. g., at 20 msec, there is a differencŽ of

about 100 percent between the experimental and predicted velocity. How-

ever, at 90 msec, the predicted velocity is only about 15 percent higher

than the measured velocity.

Although the correlation between the theoretical ana experimental

is excellent at the higher wall deflections (theoretical wall deflection

equals 8.5 in. at 90 m;ec), the reason for the large discrepancy during

the early times is not actually known, but it could be the result of

several factors. Since the analysis was simplified to treat the wall

as a single-degree-of-freedom system, the higher response modes were

not included. This c--ud resuit in relatively large differences in

response during the early portion of the elastic phase, where the max-

imum deflection before cracking of an unreinforced masonry wall is less

than 0.1 in. If the model correctly predicts the wall response during

the decaying phase, the effect of the differences in velocity during

the early times would become relatively less significant as the wall

deflection increased - this is shown in Figure 41 to be the case. On

the other hand, the supports for the test wall and the velocity gage

mount were independent of each other. Therefore, it is possible that

a small differential motion between gage and wall supports would result

in a pseudo-wall velucity. For example, the experimental velocity trace

shows a change in slope at about 18 msec, which could be related to the

formation of the primary horizontal crack in the test wall. This
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WALL PARAMETERS LOAD PARAMETERS

Simple One-Way Support Pv =- 0Lv 7 8 it A.0 v

t = 12 in. ! 3.3

f - 200 psi P(t)
Em 0.5 x 106 psi 0

= 120 pcf 69 102
t

200

180 . . . - - -

160

140 - -/ ! •" END OF

GAGE RECORD

THEORETICAL '

>. 100

>/ T EXPERIMENTAL

CRACKED WALL

1340

0 CRACKE OCAKAE
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

TIME - msec

FIGURE 41 VELOC!TIY VERSUS TIME FOR ONE-WAV SIMPLY SUPPORTED

BRICK WALL
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corresponds to a time to first crack of 14 msec, as measured experimentally

by an independent crack gage, and a time of 8.5 msec as indicated by the

analytical prediction. If the velocity gage time scale were arbitrarily

corrected by the difference between the theoretical time to cracking and

the experimental time indicated by the velocity gage, the predicted

velocity at 20 msec would be about 30 percent greater than the measured

velocity, rather than the 100 percent mentioned previously.

Field Test Wall Panels

References 18 and 19 contain the most comprehensive field test data

available for correlation with the analyticql prediction method developed

in this study. The test set-up consisted of a series of reinforced con-

crete support structures. censtructed of cells into which various types

of walls were bu±l-z (Figure 42). The test structures resembled long, low,

narrow buildings, although the design permitted failure of individual

test wall panels without interference with adjacent panels or failure

of the support struciure. Because of the method of constructing the wall

panels, and the stiffness of the support structure, one- or two-way

arching action was induced in all walls.

The results ol the test for eight types of concrete block or brick

masonry walls were used for comparison with the analytical predictions

made in this study. The probability of occurrence of the incipient

collapse overpressure of each wall was calculated by the method outlined

in Section IV, the details of which are presented in Appendix C.

A summary of the eight walls analyzed and their physical properties

is given in Table 3. The results of the statistical analyses are summa-

rized in Table 4 and also shown graphically in Figure 43. A brief dis-

cussion of the predictions for each wall type, together with a comparison

to the field test results, follows:
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Wall Type i - 8 in. Brick Wail. Only the results of the analysis

of this 105 in. high by 165 in. wide wall will be summarized here, since

a detailed analysis is contained in Appendix C. The ialues obtained for

the 10, 50, and 90 percent probabilities of collapse were 8.9, 12.9, and

16.8 psi, respectively. These compare fairly well, although perhaps

somewhat on the high side, with the field test results (Ref. 18), which

showed slight damage occurring at 7.1 psi and collapse at 12 psi.

Wall Type 2 - 8 in. Brick Wall. This wall is similar to wall type 1,

except that the dimensions are 120 in. high by 192 in. wide. Thc rer.ults

obtained for the 10, 50, and 90 percent probability values were 7.1, 9.8,

and 12.6 psi, somewhat lower than the corresponding values for the first

wall type. The field test results (Ref. 19) showed that the wall tested

at 4.5 psi did not fail, while the wall tested at 8.4 ps. collapsed. The

predicted results again agrLa fairly well with the test results, although

possibly on the high side.

Wall Type 3 - 12 in. Brick Wall. ThE results cbtained for the

10, 50. and 90 percent probability values ueýc 1G.5, 24.2, and 31.9 psi,

respectively. These values are substantially XiX•r~n t:tarý the field

test results (Ref. 19), where the wall tested at the 3.4 pi overpressure

level collapsed. A possible explanation of this rather wide diffeionce

between the predicted and test results is indicated by an examination of

the field test results. Pictures, such as Figure 44, show that a fail-

ure occurred on a nearly vertical plane normal to the wall n*aar .he

center of the horizontal span. This indicates that arching did not de-

velop in the vertical direction, and, therefore, the primary resistance

of the wall was raused by one-way horizontal arching. It the wall is

analyzed using the mean values of fl and E. and assuming that the wall

arches in the horizontal direction, the predicted incipient %vollapse
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overpressure is 6.2 psi. This is in much closer agreement with the field

test results. It was also noted in the test report that failure eccurred,

at least partially, along a diagonal plane, which indicates the possi-

bility of a shear failure. This mode of failure was not investigated

in the study herein.

Wall Type 4 - 8 in. Concrete Block Wall. The predictions for the

10, 50, and 90 percent probability values were 3.1, 4.4, and 5.6 psi.

Field test results (Ref. 19) showed failure at the 4.5 psi overpressure

level, indicating a good agreement between the analytical and test results.

Wall Type 5 - 12 in. Concrete Block Wall. The results obtained for

the 10, 50 and 90 percent probability values were 6.4, 8.9, and 10.4 psi.

These values disagree with the field test results (Ref. 19) where the

wall failed when subjected to 4.5 psi overpressure. The reason for

the disagreement is not known although it may possibly have resulted

from the assumed resistance function, which is only approximate for

arching walls constructed of hollow block masonry.

Wall Type 6 - 4 in. Concrete Block - • in. Brick Wall. The results

obtained for the 10, 50, and 90 percent probability values were 2.7, 4.0,

and 5.2 psi, which are in good agreement with the field test results

(Ref. 19) in which two walls of the same type failed when subjected to

4.5 psi overpressure.

Wall Type 7 -- 8 in. Concrete Block - 4 in. Brick Wall. The height

of the wall was 120 in. with a length of 192 in., resulting in a heigit-

to-length ratio of 0.625. The values used for the compressive strength

were obtained from materials strength field data, which showed a com-

pressive strength for the 8 x 8 x 16 in. hollow masonry units of 1050 psi
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based or the gross section. Since the net area is approximately 60 per

cent of the gross section, this results in a valve of 1750 psi for the

compressive strength of the material. Assuming a further 30 percent re-

duction in strength as a result of the effects of workmanship, a final

value of 1200 psi was used for the mean compressive strength. A standard

deviation of 350 psi was obtainzd by assuming the 5 and 95 percent

probability values to be 600 and 1800 psi, respectively. The results

obtained for the 10, 50, and 90 percent probability values were 6.8, 9.3,

and 11.8 psi, respectively. These correspond to the field test results

(Ref. 19), in which none of the three walls tested at 4.5 psi failed,

while all three walls tested at 8.4 psi failed. Again, this indicates

fair agreement, although slightly on the high side.

Wall Type 8 - 8 in. Concrete Block - 4 in. Brick Wall (19 percent

openings). This type of wall was identical to the preceding wall type,

except that it contained 19 percent window openings. Because of these

openings, it was not known whether the wall would be able to develop

two-way structural action. Therefore, in addition to the analysis for

two-way arching, the wall was analyzed for one-way arching action be-

twee. the top and bottom supports. The results obtained for the 10, 50,

and 90 percent probability values were 11.5, 13.6, and 15.6 psi for

one-way arching and 15.8, 18.8, and 21.8 psi for two-way arching. These

results indicate a substantial increase in the incipient collapse over-

pressure of the wall (for either one-way or two-way arching) as a result

of the presence of window opening. The field test results (Ref. 19),

although substantiating the results of both these analyses to some ex-

tent, do not indicate whether two-way arching was developed, since none

of the 12 walls tested at 8.4 psi failed.
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Overall, the results obtained from the statistical analysis of the

eight wall types agree fairly well with the results of the field tests,

although the predictions were generally somewhat on the high side. The

discrepancies noted could be because of the lack of valid material prop-

erty data for the test walls. Also, the variation may be related to the

effect of two-way arching action, since little experimental information

was available for the development of the resistance function. As noted

for the 12 in. concrete block wall, there is also the possibility of a

wall failing in a different mode than assumed in the analysis. For

arching walls, this would result in lower incipient collapse pressures

than those predicted.

Field Test Brick Houses

The results of nuclear field tests of two types of brick load-bearing

wall houses were available for comparison with the predictions from the

analtical two-way action models developed for unreinforced masonry walls

without arching. The first type was a two-story house representing

typical European construction. Two identical houses of this type were

tested during Operation GREENHOUSE, one at an overpressure level of

3.4 psi and the other at an overpressure of 8.7 psi (Ref. 22). The

second type was a two-story house representing typical U.S. construction

practice. Two of these houses were tested during Operation TEAPOT, at

overpressure levels of 1.7 and 5.1 psi (Ref. 23).

the masonry walls of the houses with the European type of construc-

tion were generally much thicker than in U.S. practice. Also, an abun-

dance of lumber was used in the floors and roof s, and the use of sand

as insulation in ceilings was markedly different from U.S. construction.

These differences result in the European house being significantly

stronger than its U.S. counterpart,as indicated both by the test results
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and the analyses. Predicted incipient collapse overpressures were 6.2 and

2.4 psi, respectively. Other differences between the two types of houses

that tended to make the European house stronger included the use in the

latter of 8-1n. thick brick interior load-bearing walls, which served as

shear wall- 14tiding the f'ont wall into essentially four continuous seg-

ments over rigid supports in both the upper and lower stories. Finally,

the ceiling and floor joists in the European house were supported by the

front and rear walls, compared with the side walls in the U.S. house,

which placed a larger vertical load on the front walls of the European

house.

In subsequent subsections, a deterministic analysis of each type

of house is presented, and the results are compared with the field test

data. Following this, the results of a statistical analysis to determine

the probability of occurrence of the incipient collapse overpressure of

the houses are described.

Brick Houses (GREENHOUSE). Front elevation and plan views of the

brick load-bearing wall houses, representative of European construction,

are shown in Figures 45 and 46. The houses are approximately 42 ft by

33 ft in plan and 36 ft high, The exterior walls are 12-in. thick brick.

Three 8 in. brick interior partitions run transversely to the side walls,

and a load-bearing partition, constructed of 2 x 6 in. studs on 12 in.

centers covered by 1/2 in. of plaster on metal lath, runs longitudinally

along the center of the house. Roof rafters (2 x 8 in. on 12 in. centers)

and ceiling joists (2 x 10 in. on 12 in. centers) run parallel to the

side walls and are supported by the front and rear wails and the longi-

tudinal load-bearing partition.
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Test Results

The two houses were tested at cverpressure levels of 3.4 and

8.7 psi. The house located at the 3.4 psi overpressure level was about

10 percent damaged (100 percent damage taken as complete collapse) with

the main damage consisting of the windows being blown out, some spalling

of interior partitions, and stripping of the roof. With the exception

of cracks in about 80 percent of the fill-in brickwork under the eaves

and a horizontal crack in the gable of the right wall, there was no

damage to any of the brick walls.

The house at 8.7 psi overpressure was about 40 percent damaged.

Figures 47 and 48 show front and left-side views of the post-test damage.

The front and rear walls were relatively undamaged, remaining in place

with the exception of the upper left corner of the front wall. The

front wall cracked vertically along the 8 in. brick shear walls at either

side of the lower hall. In contrast, the side walls were almost com-

pletely demolished, both failing outward. The difference in damage

was stated to be "... probably due to the fact that the frout walls

receive additional support from the first and second floor ceiling joists,

whereas the side walls are comparatively free standing against inside

loads. The pressure inside the front rooms could have reached a level

higher than side-on due to reflection of the blast wave entering the

front window, thus probably causing the net loading on the side walls

to be outward."

Analysis

Front Wall. The complexity of these brick load-bearing wall

structures makes a precise analysis impossible. However, by making cer-

tain assumptions, an estimate of the incipient collapse overpressure
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57

can be made with the procedu-es developed in this study. The presence

of the 8 in. brick interior partitions and first floor ceiling divide

the front wall into eight continuous panels over essentially rigid

supports. Since these panels are of appro, Amately equal dimensions,

with each containing an opening, they are believed to be about the same

strength. An approximation of the strength of the front wall may there-

fore be obtained by analyzing any of the panels. The panels analyzed

herein were the upper and lower panels adjacent to the left edge of the

house. These panels were selected because the interior rooms behind the

panels were not complicated by the presence of closets or other obstruc-

tions, thus giving more credence to the values obtained from the interior

room pressure calculations.

The panels were assumed to behave as two-way walls fixed on

four edges. The properties of the wall are summarized as follcws:

LV = 126 in.

Lj = 126 in.

tw = 12 in.

y = 120 pcf

EM = 1,000,000 psi

fr = 100 psi

Pv = 31.4 lb/in. (upper story); 111.3 lb/in. (lower story)

LVW = 72 in.

LwN = 48 in.

Since information regarding the modulus of elasticity, E,, and the modulus

of rupture, fr, was not available for the two houses tested, the values

above were chosen from studies of other tests as being 'typical' values

of brick structures employing good construction practice.
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The exterior loading was assumed to result from an idealized

nuclear blast wave, as shown in Figure 1. The p.rameters required to

define the loading are summarized as follows:

W = 47 kt

Pa = 1-1. 7 psi

C, = 1120 fps

S = 7.1 ft (upper story); 7.3 ft (lower story)

The clearing distance, S. was determined by the procedure outlined in

Section II. The weighted average clearing distance, which was considered

to be a minimum, was calculated to be 2.78 ft for the upper panel and

3.16 ft for the lower panel. The maximum clearing distance, assumed to

be equal to the greatest distance from any point of the panel to the

nearest edge of the building where clevring could occur, was determined

to be 11.42 ft for both panels. The maximum and minimum values of S

were then averaged to obtain the values used in the analysis.

The interior wall loading w,.s determined using the room-filling

process described in Section II. A failure time of 3 msec was assumed

for the front windows, during which time the interior pressures remained

at zero (Refs. 2 and 24). The load-bearing partition along the center

of the house was assum.ied to remain standing during the time of collapse

of the front wall. This assumption was made since it was felt that even

if the partition failed at the pressure corresponding to the incipient

collapse overpressure of the front wall, the time required for failure

would be such that the 2ffect of the resulting change in the interior

pressure on the behavior of the front wall would be insignificant. The

net load on the front wall was then obtained by subtracting the interior

load from the exterior load.
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The upper and lower panels were analyzed with the net load

obtained as noted above and with the cwo-way action model developed in

Section III to determine the resistance function for unreinforced masonry

walls without arching. The peak incident overpressures at incipient

collapse were found to be 6.2 psi for the upper panel and 7.8 psi for

the lower panel. These values agree fairly well with the test results,

although they may be slightly low since the front wall of the test house

remained standing at 8.7 psi, except for the upper lefthand corner, as

shown in Figure 47. Possible reasons for this discrepancy may be dif-

ferences between the actual and assumed values for the modulus of rupture

or clearing distance, the unknown effect of failure of the side walls on

the interior pressure build-up, or some other factor.

Side Wall. The test results for the house tested at 8.7 psi

showed that the side walls failed outward. To determine whether the

model developed herein would indicate such behavior, an analysis of one

side %%all was made. To make this analysis, several assumptions were

required in addition to those made for the front wall. Since the com-

puter program used for the analysis was not developed to solve for the

incipient collapse overpressure for a side wall, only its behavior at

specific ovorpressure levels of interest was determined.

The net load on the side wall was determined by calculating the

exterior pressure-time function using the procedure given in Ref. 12 and

subtracting the interior pressure found from the room-filling process

discussed in Section II. The determination of the interior pressure was

complicated, since the load-bearing partition failed during the loading

process, thus changing the size of the room in which room filling takes

place. Since the method used to calculate the interior pressure was

unable to account for a change in room volume during the analysis

(even if it could account for such a change, the exact time of failure
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of the partition was unknown), the interior pressure was determined for

two eases-, one in which the interior partition did not fail and the

other as if the partition was nonexistent (thus creating a larger volume

roomi). The resulting analytical net load functions for these two cases

are shown in Figures 49 and 50. The analytical results from these two

extremes are felt to bracket the actual net load on the sidewall.

The manner in which the side wall responds to this net load is

extremely complicated. Although the net load on the wall is seen to be

initially inward, the interior pressure soon becomes greater than the

exterior pressure, resulting in a net outward load. This outward load

continues for the duration of the blast wave, although decreasing in

magnitude. This results in a similar behavior of the side wall, i.e.,

it initially deflects inward and at some later time changes direction

and deflects outward. Depending on the magnitude and duration of the

inward and outward portions of the net load, failure may occur in either

direction. To use the previously developed computer program for analyzing

the behavior of the side wall under such a loading, it was necessary to

treat the inward and outward portions of the net load as it they acted

separately on the wall.*

The support conditions during this behavior vary, depending on

the direction in which the wall is responding. During inward motion of

the wall the floors, because of their axial stiffness, act essentially

as rigid supports. Thus, for this phase, the walls were analyzed as

being fixed at the ground level and at the first and second floor ceilings.

* The computer program used in the analysis has not yet been developed

sufficiently to analyze a wall that deflects initially in one direc-

tion and, if failure does not occur in that direction, subsequently

deflects in the other direction. Therefore, the results from an

analysis, in which the two portions are treated separately, must be

considered as merely a first approximation of the actual behavior.
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However, during outward motion of the wall, the amount of restraint pro-

vided by the floors depends on the strength of the connections between

the floors and wall. For many cases, this rentraint way be very small,

which leaves the wall nearly free-standing against interior loads.

Since the amount of restraint provided by the connections between the

floor and wall was not known, the behavior of the side wall during out-

ward motion was analyzed for each of the following three support condi-

tions:

1. Fixed at ground level and first and second floor ceilings.

2. Fixed at ground level and secojid floor coiling; no re-
straint provided by first floor ceiling.

* 3. Simply supported at ground level and first and second

floor ceilings.

Initially, i.e., wher the net pressure was inward, the behavior of the

wall was felt to correspond to the first support condition. However,

if the reaction at the first floor ceiling exceeds the restraint provided

by the connections, subsequent behavior would correspond more closely

to the second support condition. Since the. computer program has not

been sufficiently developed to account for a change in the support con-

ditions during the response of the wall, the third support condition

was introduced to act as a comparison with the first two conditions,

For the case where the load-bearing partition remained standing,

it was assumed to provide the same restraint as that providea by the

firrt floor ceiling. For the case where the partition was taken to be

nonexistent, no restraint was provided.

The results of the analysis were essentially the same for the two

assumptions regarding the interior loading, indicating that the effect

of these assumptions is inconsequential for the analysis. For each of

the three support conditions considered, the analyses predicted no
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" Leiue urinzig the inzward motion of Lite wall. During the outward taootion,

however, failure was predicted to occur for the cases where the first

floor ceiling was assumed to provide no restraint (Case 2,), or only re-

straint equivalent to a simply supported edge (Case 3). For Case 1,

where the wall was assumed to be fixed at all levels, no failure was

predicted. Since the field test wall failed during the outward motion,

it is probable that the condition of fully fixed edges at all floor

levels was incorrect.

A similar analysis performed for the house tested at 3.4 psi

overpressure indicated failure would occur during the outward motion

for Case 2, but that no failure would occur for Cases 1 and 3, where

the first floor was assumed to provide either a fixed or simply supported

edge. Since no failure of the side wall occurred in the t,•t house

located at 3.4 psi overpressure, the analyses indicate that the floors

do provide some restraint. However, the restraint is not enough to

provide a fully fixed condition during the entire behavior of the wall;

this was the behavior expected.

At the incipient collapse overpressure of 6.2 psi for the upper

front wall, the analysis predicts a failure of the side wall also. How-

ever, for a 10 percent increase in the modulus of rupture, no failure

is predicted, indicating that incipient collapse of both the front and

side walls occurs at approximately the same overpressure. Therefore,

the predicted incipient collapse overpressure for the house is 6.2 psi.

Brick Houses (TEAPOT). Figure 51 shows the front view of the two-

story and basement brick houses, typical of U.S. construction, that

were tested during Operation TEAPOT, The houses were approximately

25 ft by 33 ft in plan and 22 ft in height. The first floor plan view

is shown in Figure 52. The 8-in. thick exterior load-bearing walls
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were constructed of an outer wythe of brick and a back-up wythe of cinder

block. The basement walls were 12-in. thick cinder block. The gable

roof was of typical frame construction with 2 x 4 in. joists at 16 in.

centers running parallel to the side walls of the house. First and

second floor joists were 2 x 8 in. at 16 in. centers, and .,an parallel

to the front wall, with a 4 in. bearing on the cinder block wythe. The

construction was conventional, with no special attempts made to strengthen

the house.

Test Results

The two houses were te~ted at overpressure levels of 1.7 and

5.1 psi. The house located at 1.7 psi suffered relatively heavy damage,

although there was no apparent damage to the exterior m.asonry walls.

The windows and doors were blown in, and there was considerable damage

to the roof and second-floor framing. Interior plastered wall and ceiling

finiphes were badly damaged.

The aboveground portion of the house at the 5.1 psi overpressure

Level was demolished beyond repair. Exterior walls had collapsed outward,

with little wall debris falling on the floor framing. Some of the load-

bearing partitions around the staircase remained standing, but were

badly racked. The 12-in. thick cinder block basement walls below the

ground surface suffered little damage. In regard to the outward failure

of the exterior walls, Ref. 23 states:

The second-floor system offered c.onsiderable resis-

tance to the external pressure of the blast; it

appears the blast wave, as it enveloped the house,

blew in the windows and doors and LUilt up a high

overpressure inside the house, at the same time

weakening the front wall and probably the others.
As the pressure outside dropped off in intensity,

the high-pressure volume of air inside the house

expanded and forced the walls outward, collapsing
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tie structure. The second-floor system as designed

pr'essire since the fire-cut joists were designed to
btoa. on, but were not secured to, the cinder-block
-m thc of the exterior wall.

Analvsi s

Front Wall. As was the case with the brick houses tested during

Operation GIREE.•IONSE, several assumptions were required to reduce the

complex structural action of the brick houses tested during Operation

TEAPOT to cases that eou: i be analyzed using the mathematical models

developed .,, this study.

To simplify the dZtermination of the interior load, only the

righthand portion of the house %as considered. The room-filling process

thus involved only one room, rather than a series of rooms. This room.

as shown in Figure 52, has four openings; one in the front wall, two

in the side wall, and one in the rear %al]. The interior partitions

were assumed to survive for a sufficient time so that the room-filling

process was not affected by their failure.

The properties oi the front wall are summarized as follows:

L 1. = 100 in. (upper story); 98 in. (lower story)

L, = 150 in.

t' = 8 in,

"" = 105 Dcf

E= = I,1000,00C psi

f, = 100 psi

P, = 10 lb 'ill. (upper story); 60 lb/in. (lower stol-y)

A = 48 in.

S '8 in.
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The composite wall was assumed to act as a solid wall having material

properties equal to the average of the brick and cinder block. Again,

since information regarding the modulus of vlasticity and the modulus

of rupture was not available, the "typical" values given above were

used.

The exterior loading for this case was also assumed to result

from an idealized nuclear blast wave, as shown in Figure 1. The param-

eters required to define the loading are summarized as follows:

W = 30 kt

PO = 13.0 psi

co = 1104 fps

S 5.8 ft (upper story); 8.2 ft (lower story)

The values for S were determined by the procedure eutiined in Section 11,

with the minimum value of the clearing distance being approximately

3.3 ft for both the upper and lower stories and the waximuxm values being

8,3 ft for the upper story and 13.1 ft for the lower story. The averagc

of the maximum and minimun.. values results in t1'e clearing distances sh3wn

above. For determining the interior pressure build-up, the windows

were assumed to break in 3 arsec.

The incipient collapse overpressure for the front wall, using

the values indicated above, was calculated to be 2.4 and 3.2 psi for the

upper and lower stories, respectively. These compare favorably with the

test results, which showed no failure of the front .wall at 1.7 psi and

collapse at 5.1 psi.

Side Wall, The side wall was analyzed using the same three

support conditions discussed for the brick houses tested during Operation

GREENHOUSE. Analyses of the wall for each of these three support condi-

tions predicted no failure of the wall at the 1.7 psi test location and
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failure in an outwnrd direction oi the wall at the 5.1 psi test location.

Although theso agree with the test reeults, there is no irdication as to

which of the support conditions describes the actual wall more accurately.

At the predicted incipient collapse overpressure of 2.4 psi for the front

wall upper story, rno failure was predicted for the side wall for any of

the three support conditions. This indicates that the front wall is

predicted to fail at a lower overpressure level than the side wall.

Rear Wall. The rear wall was also analyzed for each of the

three support conditions considered for the side wall. The procedure

outlined in Ref. 12 was used to determine the average pressure-time

function for the exterior face of the rear wall. The clearing dis-

tance, S, used to determine the time to maximum load was taken to be the

greatest distance from any point on the panel under consideration to the

nearest edge of the building where clearing could occur. Any exterior

loading resulting from outward flow through the windows in the rear wall

was ignored. The interior pressure used for the rear wall was the same

as that for the front and side walls. However, the interior load on the

rear wall was assumed to remain at zero until a time equal to the time

required for the failure of the front window, taken as 3 msec, plus the

time required for the interior shocik front to travel across the room.

The calculated exterior and interior pressures, together with the net

load on the rear wall, are Fhown in Figure 53 for the case of the house

located at the 5.1 overp-essure level. The small net load acting inward

was ignored in the analysis. The analysis indicated that the rear wall

failed outward at the 5.1 psi overpressure range for all three support

conditions.

For the house located at 1.7 psi, no failure was predicted for

the rear wall for any of the three support conditions. These results

correspond to the field test results. At the incipient collapse
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overpressure of 2.4 psi predicted for the front wail, no failure is pre-

dicted for the rear wall. Thus, for this house, the front wall is pre-

dicted to be the initlal wall element to fail and the incipient collapse

overpressure for the house may be taken as the value corresponding to

the incipient collapse of the front wall.

Summary The two-way action model developed in this study for

unreinforced masonry valls without arching gave results that were in rea-

sonable agreement with the test data obtained from the two-story brick

houses incluced in Operations GREENHOUSE and TEAPOT. However, to analyze

the actual structure, it was necessary to make assumptions regarding the

material properties, wall support conditions, and loading. Therefore,

even though the predictions gave a good indication of the behavior of

complex brick structures, the analytical procedures should be considered

as interim techniques until additional correlation with experimental re-

sults can be obtained.

It also should be remembered that at the present time there are

very few experimental results available on which to base the formulation

of analytical procedures for predicting collapse of structural elements,

and that virtually all experimental information that do exist are for

high explosive or low kiloton yield tests. One question that must be

raised for .-he larger weapon yields is concerned with the effect of the

long duration dynamic pressure phase on structural collapse. For in-

stance, it is possible that a structure or element could be weakened

during the relatively short diffraction phase, but not collapse unless

it %as subjected to the long duration drag forces from a megaton yield

weapon.

Statistical Analysis. In the previous deterministic analyses

of the brick houses, specific values for the modulus of elasticity,
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modulus of rupture, and clearing distance were assumed. In reality, how-

ever, precise values for these parameters were not known, and the best

that they could be known is to some degree of statistical accuracy. To

take into account the uncertainty in the values of the physical parame-

ters for the actual brick houses, statistical analyses were made using

the Monte Carlo method discussed in Section IV.

With the present computer program, the incipient collapse over-

pressure may be determined only for the front wall without repeated cut-

and-trial program runs. Therefore, the statistical analysis was restrictcd

to the upper story panels o! the fron, wall of each of the two types of

houses. It wa- believed that this restriction was not too important, how-

ever, since the results from the previous deterministc analyses indicated

that this panel was the weakest, or at least clase to the weakest, wall

element.

For the statistical analysis, the modulus of rupture and the

clearing distance were treated probabilistically. Since previous sensi-

tivity studies (Ref. 1) indicated that the incipient collapse overpressurn

for reinforced masonry walls without arching is relatively insensitive to

the modulus of elasticity, this parameter was not varied in the statisti-

cal analysis. The values of the other parameters required in the analysis

were the same as used in the deterministic analysis.

The normal distribution may be described completely by specify-

ing the mean and standard deviation. For the modulus of rupture, the mean

value was assumed to be equal to the "typical" value of 100 psi used in

the previous analyses. Next, 30 and 170 psi were selected as having a 5

and 95 percent probability of occurrence, respectively (values that will

exceed 5 and 95 percent of the occurrences); this resulted in a standard

deviation of 42.5 psi. These values were used fcý both of the bri%:k

houses.
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The mean value for the clearing distance was taken to be the

av.raga values used for the panels in the deterministic analyses, The

weighted average clearing distance,* previously considered to be a mini-

mum, was selected as having a 5 percent probability of occurrence. The

maximum clearing distance, previously assumed to be equal to the great-

est distance from any point on the panel to the nearest edge of the build-

ing where clearing could occur, was selected as having a 95 percent prob-

ability of occurrence. This procedure resulted in a mean clearing

distance of 7.1 ft and a standard deviation of 2.63 ft for the houses

tested during Operation GREENHOUSE and a mean clearing distance of 5.8 ft

and a standard deviation of 1.62 ft for the houses tested during Operation

TEAPOT.

The results obtained from the statistical analyses using ýhe above

values are summarized as follows:

Brick House (GREENHOUSE) Brick House (TEAPOT)

Mean 6.36 psi Mean 2.50 psi

Standard Deviation 0.36 psi Standard Deviation 0.18 psi
107% Probability Value 5.90 psi 10%/o Probability Value 2.27 psi
90/c Probability Value 6.82 psi 90%1 Probability Value 2.73 psi

The 10 and 90 percent probability valups indicate overpressures for which

collapse will occur 10 and 90 percent of the time, respectively. The mean

value may be taken as ihe overpressure at, or below which, collapse will

occur half of the time.

The above values are in fairly good agreement with the test re-

sults, where the upper left front wall of the house in Operation GREEN-

HOUSE failed at 8.7 psi and the exterior wall of the house in Operation

*For the Operation GREENHOUSE houses S' = 2.0 ft and S = 11.4 ft,

and for the Operation TEAPOT houses S' = 3.3 ft and S = 8.3 ft.
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TEAPOT experienced no apparent damage at 1.7 psi and complete collapse

at 5.1 psi. It is not surprising that the mean values of 6.36 and 2.5psi

obtained for the incipient collapse overpressure by the statistical pro-

cedure are approximately the same as Lhe values of 6.2 and 2.4 psi ob-

tained from the deterministic analysis when the mean values for the modu-

lus of rupture and clearing distance are used. However, the statistical

results provide furthe- information by indicating that collapse may be

expected to occur appro.dimately 10 percent of the time at overpressures

of 5.90 and 2.27 psi for the GHt'.ENHOUSE and TEAPOT houses, respectively.

Similarly, collapse may be expected to occur approximately 90 percent of

the time at overpressures of 6.82 and 2.73 psi, respectively.
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VII SU•MARY AND RECOMBIENDATIONS

Summnary

During this phase of the effort to develop a procedure for the

evaluation of existing structures, computer programs were completed

for predicting the collapse of two-way structural action walls of the3 three basic types considered in Ref. 1, i.e., unreinforced concrete

or masonry unit walls with arching, unreinforced concrete or masonry

unit walls without arching, and reinforced concrete walls. This required

the formulation of the resistance function for two-way walls and the

development of procedures for determining both the resistance and net

load-time functions for walls with window openings. In addition, the

evaluatior procedure was extended to include a probability distribution

to handle various "unknown" wall and load parameters.

At the present time, there are insufficient experimental data avail-

able from controlled tests to provide the definitive information needed to

check, verify, oj modify the various mathematical wali response models

developed in this study. Therefore, the approach adopted was first to

use the limited laboratory data to check deterministically the predicted

wall response-time history and then to use the nuclear field test data

to check the predicted probability of occurrence of the incipient

collapse overpressure.

As noted in Section VI of this report, it was possible to correlate

the theoretical predictions with laboratory tests of one unreinforced

brick wall without arching and with nuclear field tests of eight types

of unreinforced brick or concrete masonry wall panels with arching and

two types of brick houses with unreinforced load-bearing brick exterior
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walls. Although the experimental information was insufficient for a

correlation to be made for all of the types of walls and support condi-

tions of interest, the wall response models generally provided an adequate

prediction of the experimental behavior. However, in the case where the

correlation was poor, the experimental information was inadequate for

establishing the relative importance of the parametert; related to the

response and collapse of walls under dynamic loading.

Recommendations

This investigation has emphasized the need for a balanced analytical

and experimental program to develop an evaluation procedure for existing

structures that meets the requirements of OCD. From the standpoint of

predicting the collapse of exterior walls, it is recommended that the

following research be conducted in the next phase of the effort:

A sensitivity analysis should be coiLducted to investigate
the effect on the incipient collapse overpressure of
varying the probability distribution of the important load
and wall parameters. In this study, sensitivity analyses

have been used to assist in identifying the wall and load
parameters that have an important influence on the inc~pient
collapse overpressure of specific walls. In addition, since
the evaluation of actual structures includes physical param-

eters that cannot readily be measured or determined precisely,
the analytical procedure was modified to include a probability

distribution for the important parameters rather than a single
value. This, of coarse, lessens the requirement for precise-
ness in some or all of the parameters. However, some param-

eters may have such a large effect on the predicted collapse
of a specific wall that their degree of uncertainty may mask
the uncertainty in any or all of the ot::er unknown parameters.
A sensitivity study will indicate the parameters that must be

determined accurately and also will provide guldance in
selecting the more important areas for experimental research.
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3
A literature search should be conducted to gather basic
information on material properties for use in this project.
The analyses of wall elements in this study emphasized Lhe

need for readily available statistical data on the material
properties of exterior walls, and inforiation should be
obtained for all materials needed in the evaluation of
existing structures.

* Static and dynamic tests of typical exterior walls should
be conducted to permit an examination of the validity of
the mathematical models presented in this report or to
establish the basis for additional or substitute procedures.
As noted in Section III, the establishment of the resistance
functions for two-way action walls with windows required
that various assumptions be made in addition to those out-
lined in Ref. 1. To support the analytical work, the
specific areas for which experimental information is
needed include the resistance function for various types
of walls and support conditions; the effect of two-way
action for walls with and without windows; the effect of
shear and connections on wall failure; the reaction of
walls throughout their response history, including
collapse; and the effect of vertical in-plane forces on
the resistance of wall elements. The emphasis in any test
program should be to establish the primary collapse mecha-
nism of two-way action walls with and without windows and

to determine the effect of variation of the important
parameters on the incipient collapse overpressure of walls.

* Air blast interaction studies should be continued to
establish more definitive blast load prediction techniques
than are now available. In Section II, a method is presented
for calculating the net load-time function resulting from
the interaction of an air blast wave with a structure with
openings. The method evolved from the available schemes
for determining the blast loading on the exterior surface
of a building with openings and the interior pressure
build-up caused by a blast wave entering a room. However,
since the net lead-time function is an important factor
in predicting the collapse of walls in actual buildings,
better information is needed to develop a more accurate
procedure than used in this study. Although a number of
parameters influence the blast wave interaction process,
the primary areas where information is needed for deter-

mining the collapse of exterior walls are the clearing
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time of the reflected overpressure on the front face of

any wall in a building with openings, the effect of window
openings on the back-face loading of an exterior wall,

and the adequacy of using the average room pressure

calculated from the room-filling procedure as the loading

on the interior surface of exterior walls located on any

side of a building.
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TRi.t NSFOIWIATION FACTORS

Introduction

Because of the complex behavior of two-way action wall 3 it was

convenient to reduce the real system to an equivalent single-degree-of-

freedom system. This was done through the use of transformation fictors

that, when multiplied by the total load, mass, and resistance of the

real structure, gave the corresponding parameters for the equivalent

"single-degree-of-freedom system. For one-way action walls treated in

Ref. 1, thle transformation factors from Ref. 25 for bea.ms and one-way

slabs were used directly. However, because of the difference in the

method of calculating * the transformation factors for two-way slabs

* from R~ef. 25 could not be used for two-way action walls, and it was

therefore necessary to develop these factors.

The transformation factors were developed on tih basis of an

assumed deflection shape for the re.Žl structure. For the two-way

action wall the deflected shape along a vertical or horizontpI strip

was assumed to be the same as that of a beam with the, same load dis-

tribution and the same supp~ort conditions. The deflectior. of tile

equivalent system was taken to be the same as that of the center of

the wall. Since the time scale was not altered, the deflection-time

response of the equivalent system was the .same as that for the center

of the actual wall.

The coefficient 8 is used to irdicate the position of the crack, or
yield lines, as shown in Figures 12 and 20 of Section III.
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mI
5 . 'From these assumi.tions, the mass factor can be determined y -

Sequating the kinetie efieiles of thie real Und equivalni z;,-m ' tile

load factor by equating the work, and the resistavcc f-.;tor by equating

the strain energy. Compariso,. of the resistancr, .nn1 lopd factors show

that these two factors aire the same, theref4,re• only the load and mass

factors are derived in the following subs•3ct4ons. The transformation

factors are the same for the three types of walls considered in thi;

study. However, because of variations in the assumed deflection shapes,

they are different for the various support conditions and resistance

phases considered. Also, for reinforced concrete walls, the transforma-

tion factors will be different for the two collapse modes considered irn

Section III (Figure 20). For the sake of cl-arity, only collapse mode

"a" will be considered in this appendix, while collapse mode "b" will

be discussed in Appendix B.

Mass Factor

The mass factor for the two-way action wall can be determined by

dividing the total kinetic energy of the actual wall by the kinetic

energy of the equivalent system. The two-way wall is assumed to be

divided into four segments by the crack, or yield, lines, as shown in

Figure A-1. The Kinetic energy for each of these segments is given by

* I j'i2dA (A-1)

where m is the mass per unit area and j is the velocity along the element.

The integration is carried out over the area of the segment. The total

kinetic energy of the wall is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies

of the individual segments. Since segment B is the same as segment A

and D is the susie as C, the total kinetic energy of the actual wall is

given by

A-4
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FIGURE A-1 ASSUMED CRACK, OR YIELD-LINE PATTERN FOR
TWO-WAY ACTION WALL
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(2'), _ K2E)A + 2(•E')c . (A-2)

The kinetic energy of the -equivalent system is given by

1 2 (A-3)

where

MT = mI . (A-4)

Dividing Eq. A-2 by Eq. A-3, the mass factor is given by

-2[ 1 m 2 dA] + 2[ 1 mi 2dA A
K,, If 2• I (A-5)

2 m ey

It can be shown that

Ye (A-6)

Therefore, since by definition ye = y,, the following relationship

is obtained:

Y Ye (A-7)
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which, when substituted into Eq. A-5, ylelds

= 2 dAl + 2 dAl (A

where the quantity y/y, depends on the support conditions and resistance

phase of the wall. The mass factor is evaluated for each of the four

* support conditions considered in Section III as follows.

Support Case 1

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a ".ertical strip

of segm.ents A-B is assumed to be the same as that of a sirtply stipported

beam of length IN with a uniformly distributed lateral load, cr

16z Z 1y

Y = 51• (12 - 2Lz 2 + z3 )Y0  " (A-9)

Similarly, the elastic deflection along a horizontal strip of segments C-D

is

16x x

y -Lft I - 2 1X 2 + X)y . (A-O)

Substituting these values into Eq. A-8 and integrating gives the

following expression for the mass factor during the elastic plase of

unreinforced walls without arching and reinforced concrete walls:

KM = 20.48 (+f -+ +12 7.5 21 14 18 90

(A-li)
+ 0.5038 - 0.7066F
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"Ufter cracking of the wall i', the elastic phase, tihe motion of

the wall is assumed to be a rigid body roiation of the seguents about

their supports. Thus, for segment A the deflection along a vertical

strJp Is

kzY = y (A-12)

Similarly, for segment C the deflection along a horizontal sti£ip is

xy YC (A-13)

Substituting these values into Eq. A-8 and integrating gives the

following expression for the mass factor for unrieinforced walls with

arching and for the decaying phase of unreinforced wails without

arching and the plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls:

3 . (A-14)

Support Case 2

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is initially assumed to be the same as that for a fixed-

edge beam of length L4 with a uniformly distributed lateral load, or

y 16z L - z)yc (A-15)

Sim.ilarly the elastic deflection along a horizontal strip of segments C-D

is

y = l- y (A-16)
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Substituting these values into Eq. A-8 and integrating gives the

following expression for the ma.ss factor during the initial portion of

the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without arching an-i the elastic,

uncracked phase and elastic, cracked phase of reinforced concrete walls:

KM = - 5 28 1 9

(A-17)

+ 0.4065 0.6144$

After cracking (or yielding of the steel inca reinforced concrete

wall) occurs along the edges, the wall is assumed- to deflect as if it

were simply supported on four edges. The mass factor during the secondary

portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without arching and

the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls are thus given by

Eq. A-11. During the decaying phase of unreinforced walls without arch-

ing and the plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls, the mass factor

is given by Eq. A-14.

Support Case 3

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is given by Eq. A-9 and along a horizontal strip of segments

C-D by Eq. A-16. Substituting these values into Eq. A-8 and integrating

results in the following expression for the mass factor during the initial

portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without arching and

the elastic, uncracked phase end elastic, cracked phase of reinforced

concrete walls:

KM +12 +±~f.512 1-1,5 28 18 90

(A-is)
+ o0.5038 - 0.7066F
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After crackins (or vielding of th_ :tAPI in .rainfnrnnut on•;a:ta

wall) occurs along the fixed edges, the wall is again assumed to deflectV

as if it were si.aply supported on four edges, with the mass factor for

the secondary portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without

arching and the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls cor-

responding to that given by Eq. A-11. During the decaying phase of

unreinforced walls without arching and the plastic phase of reinforced

concrete walls, the mass factor is again given by Eq. A-14.

Support Case 4

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is given by Eq. A-15 and along a horizontal strip of segments

C-D by Eq. A-10. Substituting these values into Eq. A-8 and integrating

rtsults in the following expression for the mass factor during the

initial portion of the elastic phase of unre.nforced walls without

arching and the elastic, uncracked phase and e~astic, cracked phase of

reinforced concrete walls:

(t 7. 1 4 1 90)

(A-19)

* 0.4065 - 0.61445

After cracking (or yielding of the steel in a reinforced concrete

wall) occurs along the fixed edges, the wall is again assumed to deflect

as i. it were simply supported, with the resulting mass factor for the

secondary portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without

arching ana the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls being

given by Eq. A-11. During the decaying phase of unreinforced walls

without r.-ching and the plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls.

the mass factor is again given by Eq. A-14.
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L1gad Factorj

The load factor for twe-way walls can be determined by dividing the

total work done by the load on the actual wall by the work done by the

load on the equiialent system. The work done on each of the segments

ohown in Figure A-1 is given by

W - qydA (A-20)

where the integration is carried out over the area of the segment. The

total work done on the wall is equal to the sum of the work done on the

individual segments, Because of symmetry of the segments, the total

work done is therefore given by

W 2r j qYdA]A + 2[ I ydAic *A-21)

The work done on. the equivalent system is given by

SWe PTYe (A-22)

where

P1  = qL-vL14  (A-23)

and by definition Ye = Y,.

Dividing Eq. A-21 by Eq. A-22, the load lactor is given by

K1  - Y, fsxdA] V~d i (A-24)
=LA- C
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where the quantity y/y, again depends or. the support conditions and

resistance phase of the wall. The load factor is evaluated for each of

the four support conditions considered in this study as follows.

Support Case 1

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is given by Eq. A-9 and along a horizontal strip of segments

C-D by Eq. A-10. Substituting these values into Eq. A-24 and integrating

results in the following expression for the load factor during the elastic

phase of unr~inforced walls without arching and reinforced concrete walls:

K, 66. 1 + 301+0.6400 _ 0.81340 (A-25)

After cracking of the wall in the elastic phase, the motion of the

wall is again assumed to be a rigid body ic ation of the segments about

their supports. Thus, for segments A-B the deflection along a vertical

strip is given by Eq. A-12 and for segments C-D the deflection along a

horizontal strip is given by Eq. A-13. Substituting these values into

Eq. A-24 and integrating gives the following expression for the load

factor for unreinforced walls with arching and during the decaying phase

of unreinforced walls without arching and the plastic phase of reinforced

concrete walls:

_ 1 _ 1(A-26)
2 3

Support Case 2

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is given by Eq. A-15, and along a horizontal strip of segments

C-D by Eq. A-16. Substituting these values into Eq. A-24 and integrating

gives the following expression for the load factor during the initial
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U
portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without arching and

the elastic, uncracked phase and elastic, cracked phase of reinforced

concrete walls:

KL = 32 (12- 10 +30 + 0.5344 - 0.732803. (A-27)

After cracking (or yielding for a reinforced concrete wall) occurs

along the edges, the wall is assumed to deflect as a simply supported

wall and the load factor for the secondary portion of the elastic phase

of unreinforced walls without arching and the elasto-plastic phase of

reinforced concrete walls is given by Eq. A-25. The load factor during

the decaying phase of unreinforced walls without arching and the plastic

phase of reinforced concrete walls is given by Eq. A-26.

Support Case 3

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is given by Eq. A-9 and along a horizontal strip of segments

C-D by Eq. A-16. Substituting these values into Eq. A-24 and integrating

gives the following expression for the load factor during the initial

portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without arching and

the elastic, uncracked phase and elastic, cracked phase of reinforced

concrete walls:

KL = 32 13 - + I-- + 0.6400 - 0.8134, . (A-28)
(12 10 30

After cracking (or yielding for a reinforced concrete wall) occurs

along the fixed edges, the wall is again assured to deflect as a wall

simply supported on four edges, with the load factor during the secondary

A-13
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4-11 c--st- .has of unarO -*aUU I itot khiiig and

the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls given by Eq. A-25.

The load factor during the decaying phase o? unreinforced walls without

arching and the plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls is again given

by Eq. A-26.

Support Case 4

During the elastic phase, the deflection along a vertical strip of

segments A-B is given by Eq. A-15 and along a horizontal strip of

segments C-D by Eq. A-10. Substituting these values into Eq. A-24 and

integrating gives the following expression for the load factor for the

initial portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without

arching and the elastic, uncracked phase and elastic, cracked phase of

reinforced concrete walls:

2 •
KL 6.402 + + 0.54..72 (A-29)(6 10 30/ 034- .28

After cracking (or yielding for a ..einforced concrete wall) occurs

along the fixed edges, the wall is again assumed to deflect as if it

we-'e simply supported on four edges, with the resulting load factor for

the secondary portion of the elastic phase of unreinforced walls without

arching and the elasto-plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls given

by Eq. A-25. The load factor during the decaying phase of unreinforced

walls without arching and the plastic phase of reinforced concrete walls

is given by Eq. A-26.
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Load-Mass Factor

For use in the namerical integration of the equation of motion for

the single-degree-of-freedom system, the load and mass factor's can be

combined into a single factor, the load-mass factor, KtM, where

= (A-30)

As previously noted, the factors for the various support conditions and

the res'.stance phases are different, varying discontinuousl•y as the

deflection increases. In the numerical integration analysis, the

different load-mass factors are used for the appropriate support condi-

tions and resistance phases.

The values of the load and mass factors for each of the four support

eases are summarized in Tables A-1 and A-2 for unreinforced concrete or

masonry unit walls and reinforced concrete walls.

A-15
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Table A-i

TILMNSFORIMATION FACTORS FOR IWO-WAY UNREINFORCED CONCRETE
OR MASONRY UNIT WAIlS

Support
Phase Transformation Factors

Case

, , I , _ . . . . . ,. ,, ,

K. 2.4P + -+ ++ V + 0.5038 - 0.706P
(12 7.5 21 14 18 90

LK . - -- F2 + 0.6400 - 0.81340

K.- 512.0=- - s • + + 0.4065 - 0.6144P(3 10.5 -'8 18 90 t

2

K= 32.0B( -0 +3 + 0,5344 - 0.73280
Elastic-

Initial a 3_ 2_ k 3.

K"=512.0&( W + =-h + t)+0. 5038 - 0. 7066 P
(30 10.5 28 18 90!

3

KL = 32 .0( p3 1 + 3)+ 0.6400u - 0.81340(12 10 321

4

K, 6.4. (- + + 0.534' o.732, S
(6 10 30

1 No elastic - secondary phase

Elastic-

Kq = 4 8 p3 1(+14 -K. + K + 0.50M+8 -)0.7066P

~12 7.5 21 14 18 +90) 5~
2,3,4

LK 6.42( 0-K + S3) + 0.6400 0.81343

(6___ 10 3

Decaying 1,2,3,4
1 1
2 3

Note: Transformation factors for unreinforced walls with arriiing crrespond to

those given above for decaying phase.
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Table A-2

TRANSFORMATION FACTORS FOR TWO-WAY REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS

(Collapse Mode "a")

Phase Support Transformation FactorsCase

K.= 20.48- + - + - + + + 0.5038 - 0.7066A

7.5 21 14 18 90'

K,= e.43 -4 ' 3' + 0.6400 - 0.8134-

K, = 512.0 e - 3_+ + + 0.4065 - 0.6144F
(30 10.5 28 18 90

2

X,= 32.Oej j + + 0.5344 - 0.73280

Elastic 
-

(

K% = 512. 8(~ 28 -e 18 90 0.5038 - 0.7066F(3 10.5 28 18 90

3

K= 3 2 . - 10 + 3 0.6400 - 081343

27 10 30

+ + + + + 0.4065 - 0.6144F
(12 7.5 21 14 18 90'

KL = 6.42( - + 0.5344 - 0.7328F

10 30

No elasto-plastic phase

Elasto-

plastic 24

Kw 20.48e + 23 + - + + 0.5038 - 0.7066P
12 7.5 21 14 18 90

2,3,4

K1 = 6.40'(.1 - 3 - 0.6400 - 0.81348

K,,
3

Plastic 1,2,3,4
S1 1

KL=
2 3
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¶ Appendix B

COLLAPSE MODE b" FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS

Introduction

In Section III, the ultimate resistance of a reinforced concrete

wall was determined by yield-line analysis. The yield lines were assumed

to form in one of the two patterns shown in Figure 20. In most cases of

interest, the yield lines will form in a pattern similar to that shown

as collapse mode "a." Equations for the ultimate resistance and the

coefficient a, which defines the location of the yield lines, were pre-

sented. In some sittuations, however, the yield lines will form in the

pattern shown as collapse niode "b", for which the equations for the

ultimate resistance derived in this appendix are provided. Similarly,

the equations for the dynamic reactions and transformation factors

corresponding to collapse mode "b" replace those in Section V and

Appendix A, respectively, which were for collapse mode "a."

Ultimate Resistance

The general case for collapse mode "b" is shown in Figure B-1. To

determine the ultimate resistance the work-energy method, as deacribed

in Ref. 17, was used.

The work done by the resisting moment acting on segment A is

WA = MulLmGA + MhaLM9A (B-1)
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where for small deflections,

Y2 (B-2)

•A= L.

Similarly, the work done on segment C is

WC = MuLv8c + Mu4 Lv~c (B-3)

where for small deflections,

Y° (B-4)
L= ,/2

The total work done on the wall is eq,,al to the sum of the work

done on the individual segments. Since segment B is ident.ical to

segment A, and D identical to C, the total work done is given by

WT = 2y, L. (M. + N,1-) .2 (ML " + t'4)] (B-5)L Js

The energy input for a uniform load q on the various wall segments

in Figure B-1 is

EA = E = q ( •L. = •-q PLLHy, (B-6)

and

EC ED= q(L~ - 2 ýLv )(!2.)(Y-L) + 2q(.-)(-.)(Ž~ yB-c

, qLvLy,J(3 - 40)
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The total energy input of the load is equal to the sum of the energv

Inputs to the various seirnents, or

1
ET - qII.. 1 4 YC(3 -~ 20)

Since the total work done equals the total energy "nput:

W = ET

which, by substituting Eqs. B-5 and B-S into the above equation and

solving for the wall resistance, yields

3 -- + 2 (B-1O)

wh -re

2 Fi= 11, Z3ui (B-11)

Y 2 .11+ m.4 3%~2  ( 2

The critical value for collapse mode "b" can be found by differenti-

ating the above equation with respect to • and setting the result equal

to zero, obtaining

dq _12%.u 2 FY ~+ AMj1 (LY a0 3

(B-13)
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Solving this equation for • yields

~~l ~ ~ _) v1 ILN(.)\ .,1IIfu- +J 3 N'221(T"

2MU2 Y2  LV 1\~ \ 1 /LH) 2
(.-24)

Substituting the above value of • in Eq. B-10 gives the following

equation for the ultimate resistance for collapse mode "b":

6-M MY2 [P M'J) (LHvi a j( )i2]2 L, 4U
(B-is)

For the assumption of collapse mode "b" to be valid, the value of

given by Eq. B-14 must be less than, or equal to, 0.5.

Dynamic Reactions

The dynamic reaction equations for collapse mode "b" can be obtained

from those previously developed in Section V by noting that for collapse

mode "b", the segments adjacent to the horizontal edges are triangular,

while the segments adjacent to the verti.-al edges are trapezoidal, ex-

actly opposite that for collapse mode "a." Since the portion of the

total load acting on each of the segments and similarly the portion of

the totul resistance provided by each of the segments is assumed to be

proportional to its area, the equations for the dynamic reactions along

the horizontal and vertical edges can be obtained for collapse mode "b"

B-7



by interchanging the factors (i - •)/2 and 0/Z in Eqs. 135 and 136, thus

obtaining

z
v., pT + (B-16)

Z'

z j

V ( •) [ - p) + =QT . (B-17)V2 x

Since the deflected shape of the wall is assumed to remain the same,

the values of x', z', JR, and i can also be obtained from the expressions

previously developed in, Section V. Changing the limits of integration

to conform to the are%,• of the segments formed in collapse mode "b," the

expressions given in Table B-1 were obtained.

Transformation Factors

Since the deflected shape of the wall is assumed to be the same for

both collapse modes, the :oad and mass factors for collapse mode "b" can

be obtained fromn the corresponding equations developed for collapse

mode "a" in Appendix A by merely changing the limits of integration to

conform to the areas of the segments formed in collapse mode "b'. The

resulting expressions are found to be the sa'ue as given in Table A-1,

with the exception that the transformation factors during the elastic

pbase ior Support Cases 3 and 4 must be interchanged.
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Appendix C

STATISTICAL STUDY OF MASONRY WALLS WITH ARCHING

References 18 and 19 present the results of the test of a number of

unreinforced masonry unit walls exposed to a nuclear blast. To analyze

the behavior of these walls in a more rational manner than by merely

assuming the properties of the wall and loading are known with certainty

the statistical methods developed in Section IV were applied. To demon-

strate the method for calculating the probability of occurrence of the

incipient collapse overpressure, the details of the analysis are given

for an 8-in. thick brick wall reported in Ref. 18.

Three walls of the same type were tested at overpressure levels of

4.2, 7.3, and 12 psi. The wall located at the 4.2 psi level was almost

free of damage, the wall at 7.3 psi had slight damage although it re-

mained in place, and the wall at 12 psi was blown out with only fringes

of the brick remaining. The dimensions of the test walls were as follovs:

t = 8 in.

= 105 in.

= 165 in.

The procedure developed in Section III for two-way action of unrein-

forced walls with arching was used to determine the incipient collapse

overpressure. In determining the values to use foi- the physical proper-

ties of the wall, it was assumed that the compressive strength, f., and

the modulus of elasticity, Eý , were nomý,ally distributed. The mean value

for fý was taken as 2000 psi, and the standard deviation as 600 psi.

These values were obtained by first assuming that the value most likely

to occur was equal to the mean. Next, upper and lower vajues were

C-3
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established by estimating the limits that would contain 90 percent of

the actual values. These limiting valises would necessarily be symmetri-

cal about the mean for a normal distribution. Using these limits, the

standard deviation was determined using ',e •rrperties of the normal dis-

tribution. For this case, the limits were taken as 1000 and 3000 psi,

thus resulting in a standard deviation of 600 psi. It should be noted

that the assumption of a normal distribution for fd and its accompany-

ing values was arbitrarily made. This was necessary due to the lack of

information concerning the actual distribution of the compressive

strengths of brick walls. To obtain such information would have required

an extensive literature search, which was beyond the scope of this study.

This type of information, however, would be desirable for future studies,

since the accur.-; nP the statistical study is directly dependent upon

the material properties used.

A similar procedure was used to determine the modulus of elasticity,

F• . The modulus of elasticity was taken as equal to af3 , where a was

assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 1000 and a standard

deviation of 300 (the 5 and 95 percent values were assumed to be 500 and

1500, respectively).

The value of the unit weight, y, was taken as 120 pcf. It was not

necessary to assume a probability distribution for the unit weight, since

previous studies reported in Ref. I showed that variations in the value

have little effect on the predicted collapse overpressure.

The results obtained in the Monte Carlo study (described in Sec-

tion IV) using these values are shown in Table C-1. Mean values and

confidence limits are given for the mean, standard deviation, and the 10

and 90 percent probability values for various values of n, the number of

"samples" (random values) taken. The values for the mean and standard

deviation obtained from 100 samples are 12.91 psi and 3.07 psi, respec-

tively. In contrast, the values obtained from 25 samples are 12.64 and
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3.00 psi, which are within 2.1 and 2.3 percent, respectively, of the

values from the 100 samples. The corresponding values of the 10 and 90

percent probability values are 8.97 and 16.85 psi for the 100 samples,

and 8.80 and 16.48 psi for the 25 samples, differences of 1.9 and 2.2

percent. As can be seen, these differences are relatively small.

It remains to investigate how close the distribution of the incipient

collapse overpressure is to a normal distribution. To do this, the cumu-

lative probability distributions for both the 100 samples and 25 samples

were plotted on probability parer; these plots are shown in Figures C-1

and C-2, respectively. Since the plots are reasonably close to a straxiqit

line, the incipient collapse overpressure approximates a normal distribu-

tion. Also shown in the plots are the 95 percent confidence limits for the

mean and for the 10 and 90 percent probability values.*

In a manner similar to that just described for the 8-in. thick brick

wall, an analysis was performed on seven additional types of walls that

were included in the field tests reported in Ref. 39. However, based on

the small differences in the values shown in Table C-1 for 25 or more

samples, only 50 samples rather than 100 were used in the analysis of

the seven walls.

A summary of all eight wall types analyzed and their physical proper-

ties is given in Table C-2. Included are the values used in the analysis

for the mean and standard deviation of the compressive strength, fl, and the

modulus of elasticity, E. Also, for case 8, which had a 19 percent window

opening in the front wall, mean and standard deviation values are given

for the clearing distance, S, which is assumed to be normally distributed.

The results of the statistical analyses are skt..narized in Table C-3,

and also shown graphically in Figure C-3. Values are given for the 10,

* As discussed in Section IV, the confidence limits for the 10 and 90

percent probability values are somewhat leas than 95 percent.
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50, and 90 pureeuni n-obability of o UcuiT~llut of kit:e 111%;LICAPfl FC.LiLUPM

overpressure of each of the eight wolls. Also given are the confidence

intervals for each of these values. The corresponding values for the

standard deviation are also listed in Table C-3.

Based on the above analysis of eight walls, the iollowing guidelines

were established to determine the number of samples re: iired to describe

the p,.rameters of the assumed normal distribution of the incipient collapse

overpressure within the desired degree of accuracy:

1. Minimum sample size, n = 20.

2. The 95 percent confidence limits lor the sample mean, R, should

be within 4:10 percent of A.

3. The 95 percent confidence limits for the sample stan'dard de-

viation, s, shoula '.e within *O.10 R (10 percent of the sample

mean) of s (the upper confidence limit is the critical value).
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Appendix D

COMPUTER PROGRAIS

The computer programs used in the dynamic analysis of the various

two-way action wall types considered in this study consist of several

routines common to each program, linked with other segments pertaining

to each specific wall type. These parts are organized into the overall

system illustrated in Figure D-1. Flow charts of each ot these subroutines

are given in Figures D-2 through D-8. The dashed boxes in these figures

indicate that the enclosed operation is optional and is executed onflv if

certain requirements are met, e.g., if the wall contains windows. The

computer program is composed of the main routine, subroutines TRANS,

LOAD, and FILL, and the appropriate RESIST subroutine ccrresponding to

the particular wall type being analyzed.

The main routine, shown in Fig-ure D-2, controls the execution

sequence of the program, numerically integrates the equations of motion,

and performs an interval halving procedure to determine the incipient

collapse load. Subroutine RESIST, which is peculiar to each wall type,

handles input and output of the wall data and calculates the appropriate

resistance curve values. It also provides the resistance-displacement

values required in the numerical integration routine. The corresponding

flow charts for each of the three wall types in this study are shown in

Figures D-3 through D-5. Subroutine TRANS (Figure D-6) calculates the

load and mass transformation factors required to reduce the distributed

mass system to an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system. It also

calculates the coefficients necessary to determine the dynamic reactions.

Subroutine LOAD (Figure D-7) handles input and output of the exterior

D-3



load data, calculates the values of any parameters required, and pro-

vides the load-time values used in the numerical integration routine.

The four loading cases discussed in Ref. 1, plus an arbitrary loading

function, are available. Subroutine FILL (Figure D-8) calculates the

interior load for the case of a wall containing openings.

D-4
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*7

Main Routine

1. Control execution sequence
2. Numerically integrate

equations of motion
3. Determine incipient

collapse load

_ _ _ _ _I _-_-- -_

SUBROUTINE RESIST SUBROUTINE LOAI)

1. Input wall data 1. Input exterior load data
2. Output wall data 2. Output exterior load data
3. Calculate resistance 3. Calculate values of

curve values required parameters
1. P,'ovide resistance- 1. Provide oxterior load-

d.splacement values time values

_ _ _ _I _ _ _'

SUBROUTINE TRANS ISUBROUTIN FILL

1. Calculate load and mass 1. Input room opening and
transformation factors room volume data

2. Calculate dynamic 2. Provide interior load-
reaction coefficients time values, __ ___ _ , L

FIGURE D-1 OVERALL ORGANIZATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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START

a. Inpuzz. & Initialization

Transfer to SUBROUTINE RESISTMl)

Transfer to SUBROUTINE FORCE(1)

Transfer to SUBROUTINE FILLMl

b. ~ ~ ~ I Integrate EqNiosooMto

Tranferto UbeOTN found?3

E~~~~~~~~Y TasetoSBOTINs IL2

analyzeedynamicqequationoofMmotio

FIGUREfe D-2 FLW SHRTOBMROUTINE FRE
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c. Interval Halving Procedure
to determine Incipient Has wall Yes
Collapse Load collapsed?

[ d. Otput esult

N IsdefletioP
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ENTRY
1

a. Input Wall Data and]
Calculate Wall Properties

Iput Control Par'ameters
lp and Wall Data

Output Wall Data

Determire moment and deflection
coefficients for elastic phase
(Wall without vertical load)

capacity of wall

b. Determine Resistance Curve

Calculate maximum resistance

and deflection during elastic
phase

Calculate maximum resistance

during decaying phase

f 1e t ermine effect of windows

L on resistance curve .

Output resistance curve values

c. Obtain Transformation Factors

and Reaction Coefficients

Transfer to SUBROUTINE TRANS

RETURN

FIGURE D-3 FLOW CHART OF SUBROUTINE RESIST
Two-Way Unreinforced Wall Without Arching
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U
a. Determine Resistance,

Load-Mass Factor, and
Reaction Coefficients
for Y(I) Y(I)_ _YFAI_

Y(I) > Y2?---'-

Ye
O)> YU? e

Support 2,3,4

•.• ~CaseN •

YO() > YI?

Elastic Phase, Initial Portion:
Determine resistance, reaction es
coefficients, a-ý-" load-mass factor

Elastic Phase, Secondary Portion:
Determine resistance, reaction
coefficients, and load-mass factor J

Transition Phase:
Determine resistance, reaction

coefficients, and load-mass factor

Decaying Phase:

Determine resistance, reaction .-,coefficients, and load-mass factor -

S~Wall Collapsed: No resistance i

®RETAURN

FIGURE D-3 (Concluded)
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ENTRY

a. Input Wall Data and
Calculate Wall Properties

Inu onto Parameters

and Wall Data

Output Wall Data

b. Determine Corresponding One-
Way R•esistance Curve

Calculate values defining
resistance curve for a one-way
action wall of the same height
Determine •'fe'• 771i• s-

Detrmie ffect of windows
on resistance curve

c. Obtain Transformation Fa tors
and Reaction Coefficieint-

Transfer to SUBROUTINE TRANS

FIGURE D-4 FI.OW CHART OF SUBROUTINE RESIST
Two-Way Unreinforced Wall WrtJout Arching
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d. Determine Resistance,

Load-Mass Factor, and
Reaction Coefficients
for Y(I X'I) >_ YFAIL?

No

Y YU? e s

No

HolowUni Wll (tSolidY() Yes L

holowUni Wll:YU< YXWall?-t,

Determint value of Yesn ~

Soi rHolIlow Unit Wall: Y(I) < YU _________

Determine values of Miand Mz

qolui wall 2 1(-U8< m < 4(~t') j

Deter FIGUR value (CoMncluded

Soli Wal: Y ---, Y) < -1AI



lk.iliptui Wall Dala and
Calculate Wall Properties

Input Control Parameters
and Wall Data

uate pt Wall eata ia

Determine moment and deflection
coefficients for elastic phase

(Wall without vertical load)IDeetermine witnd owf e l

ad calification factore n

Calcultate rltamoment capacity j
of uncracked and cracked sections

Calculate moment of inertia
for uncracked and cracked sections

F-Determinemoment and deflectionScoefficients for elastic phase

(Wall with vertical load) .

Determine position of yield lines
and calculate corresponding

ultimate resistance coefficient

b. Determine Resistance Curve

tacite values of critical 1
poins dfini:.!g resistance curve

Determine failure dfeto

T Multip-ly resistance curve by

window modification factor

Output resistance curve values)

c. Obtain Transformation Factors
and Reaction Coefficients

Transfer to SUBROUTINE TRANS

RETURN

FIGURE D-5 FLOW CHART OF SUBROUTINE RESIST
Two-Way Reinforced Concrete Wall
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d. Determine resistance,

j ' Elastic, Uncracked Phas•e:I -, u•°'

"-t Determine resistance, reaction Case/

I coefficients, and load-mass factor and

• | '•.Elasto-icCa~cke Phase:'1
S• ~Determine resistance, reaction |

r t | coefficients, and load-mass factor

E lasto- PhastcPae:Determine resistance, reaction

coefficients, and load-mass factor

Deterain resistance, reactinc Y _

coefficients, and load-mass factor

FIGURE D-5 (Concluded)
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a. Determine Load-Mass Factor
and Reaction Coefficients

Determine load and ass
transformation iactors for
elastic and plastic phases

Mass Factor
Load-M~ass Factor Tc rLoad Factor

Determine reaction coefficients
for elastic and plastic phases

RETURN~

FIGURE D-6 FLOW CHART OF SUBROUTINE TRANS
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ENTRY
1

a. nput Load Data

Input load parameters
(excluding p..)

Is Incipient

Collapse Loadne P

toto 

be 

found?

ItETUR'

'ENTRY
2

b. Initialize Load Properties

Calculate parameters required
to delfine load-time functin

RETUR

ENTRY

c. Determine Load at T(I)

Determine Exterior Load
on wall at time T(I)

RETVR

FIGURE D-7 FLOW CHART OF SUBROUTINE LOAD
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ENTRY

(d. Output Load Data

Ou-tput Load Parameters

RETURN

FIGURE D-7 (Concluded)
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a. Input Room and
Opening Data

Input room opening and
room volume data

Calculate initial paramtr

REMUR

ENTRI,

b. Calculate Interior Pressure

Initialize room pressure
and base time
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